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ABSTRACT

_ An x-ray investigation of the martensltlc transformation in Nb3Sn

:_ hes been made; the Debye-Waller factor for Nb and Sn atoms has also been

_, determined; the specific heat of non-stoichiometric Nb3Sn has been

, measured at 0 and 103 kg; the effect of Sb and A1 doping on the martensi-
tic transformation in Nb3Sn has been studied; the location of H in

hydridcd Nb3Sn has been determined by neutron diffraction; rf sputtering
of 5-W alloys is described; the band density of states band model is

_. given and its applicability to the normal and superconducting state

__ discussed; the elastic constants of trsnsforming Nb3Sn have been
. determined; the effect of uniaxlal strain on Tc has been measured; the

_!- growth of large crystals of Nb3Sn from Sn has been studied.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The research described in this report has had two principal long-
range goals= (a) to develop a theoretical understanding of the high T

6-W superconductors which would allow us to predict how new materials c

, might be made with higher Tc's , and (b) to fabricate promising new
materials with the hope of achieving these higher Tc'S. Our method was
based on the belief that a completely empirical approach to materials
research xn superconductivity had little chance of success. There are

simply too many compounds and alloys that can be made and too many

parameters that can be varied in a reasonably sized research project.
From the onset, we decided that the best way to achieve better materials

was to gain a working physical and chemical understanding of the most

promising (6-W) class now known. We hoped that this understanding would

natura]ly reveal how the materials scientists should attempt to elevate

Tc. Over the course of this work, we have substantially accomplished
the first of the above goals; however, we have not yet succeeded in

produc%ng a superconductor with a sub_tantially higher Tc than the
present maximum of about 21°K. It is nevertheless our judgement, based

on the theoretical and experimental work in this project, that there is

a st'_ong possibility of producing a material which will be superconduc-
tinF at liquid-neon temperatures°

At the beginning of our research, we were confronted wi=h many
unusual experimental anomalies. It was not known what relationship, if

any, these anomalies had with the high Tc's of these ma,erials. The
progress we have made in our understanding since that time is high-
lighted below.

i. The initial success of the model-band theory in explaining the
anomalies of the cubic lattice state above the lattice trans-

formation temperaLuze Tm gave us a physical understanding of
these anomalies and identification of the microscopic material
parameters that are responsible for them (this work is

covered in Appendix A on page 26).

2. Using the parameter values obtained in I, the application of

the theory to the properties of Nb3Sn below Tm met with

truly astonishlng success except very close to Tm, where some /P
mysteries remain (see Appendices B through D, pages 34 to 59).

/3. Considerable experimental effort has been made to discover

whether the discrepancies near Tmhave any bearing on the
superconducting properties. These studies, reported in

Appendix G on page B2 and Section III.A.I on page 20, are 1
continuing.

1
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4. The applizabiiity of the theory in both crystal phases

encourageu us to apply the band theory to calculate the

transition temperature in terms only of the parameters obtained

in i. The results agreed with the observed Tc'8 of Nb3Sn and

V3SI (see Appendix F on page 68). Furthermore, an analytic

relation was derived between the high Tc'S and the existence of
the lattice transformation in these materials. Thls was the

first quantitative example of a prlnclpl_ which has long been

believed to be true; namely, increasing the electron-phonon

interaction leads to hlgh Tc's, but also introduces lattice
instabilities that tpnd to reduce T . We obtained the

pred_ctlon that if Tm of NbsSn coul_ be depressed to below

30OK by the introductJon of a suitable dopa-_t which would act

' only to move the Fermi level in the spirit of the rigid band _!_i.__

model, the Tc of Nb3Sn could be enhanced as much as IO°K. i__''

5. A stralght-forward test of the theory of the superconducting

"_ _tate was accomplished by measuring the change of Tc with __
unlaxlal compression. An extremely large effect was observed

which was in good agreement with the prediction of the theory

(see Appendlx E on page 60).

6. A further successful test of the superco.Lductlng state theory
was the Debye-Wa_ler factor measurements which indicated that

the major portion of the phonon spectrum was "Debye-like".

Thls result vindicated one of the majo_ assumptions of the

theory (see Section II on page lO).

7. In order to achieve the predicted enhancement of Tc, attempts

were made to introduce small amounts of Cd, Zn, In, AI, and Sb

into Nb3Sn as substitutes for Sn. Only in the cases of A1

(Section III.A.I on page 20) and Sb (Appendix G on page L2) did

the dopant remain in the lattice after annealing. In both

cases, only small changes In Tc were observed, although 10% A1

substi=uted for Sn dld raise Tc by about 0.6@K. It was
determined that rigid band effects do not occur in the A1 and

Sb system. Instead, we conclude that the electronic band

configuration of N%3Sn Is inherently stable and not easily

perturbed by as much as 20% A1 or Sb, It thus becomes likely

that the 6-W phase containing the appropriate dopant is

unstable when prepared by equilibrium technlqur . i_

!8. In an effort to fabricate metastable alloys of Nb3(Snin ) and
other promising systems, an rf-sputterin_ technique was

employed (Section III.B on page 23 and AppendJx H on page 91). --

Thls technique had proved successful in mixing a wide variety of

so-called immiscible metals. The difficulty encountered here \

was that dopant evaporated from the sample during the anneallng

whl_;h Is necessary to achieve order. Kowever, we belleve that

thls is not a fundamental difficulty, but can be overcome by
eJailable techniques.

2
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It. MEASUREMENTS

A. X-RAY STUDIES

I. X-Ray Investigation of the Lattice Transformation in Single Crystal

Nb3Sn

Although the elastic softening of the high Tc, B-N superconductors
at low temperatures provides the basis of the band model for these

materials, she details of the lattice transformation are not fully

understood and do not seem to be in agreement with certain predictions

of the model. Two aspects of the transformation in Nb3Sn which are
particularly problematic are the absence of an observable latent heat,

and a transformation temperature some 6°E below th_ temperature at
which the elastic restoriug force for strains carrying the lattice from

cubic to tetragonal (CII-C12) appears to vanish. These discrepancies

are sectlin a comparison of sound velocity, x-ray_ and specific heat

data for one single crystal of Nb3Sn , as reported in (ref. i) and

Appendices C and D on pages 41 through 59. Howev2r, x-ray and thermal
data are found to be strongly sample dependent, and we have, therefore,
studied two crystals on which previous studies had been made. Both

crystals were grown at RCA by chemic_l vapor deposition (ref. 2). Some
comparative data are shown in Table I.

T_ble I

Comparative Data for Two Crystals Used in

Lattice Transformation Study

* Atomic
Sample Percent Nb ao (95°K) TM (°K) Crystallinlty

I 74.7 5.2827 51 Poly, with a few

(5.2906 at R.T.) large grains

II 75.4 5.2839 44 Single

/These are the same samples and designations as reported in the
specific heat study (Appendix D on page 55).

\

!
3 _

t
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Sample II is a fragment (about one hair) of the crystal on which

ali elastic constant measurements in Nb3Sn have been made. A weak
specific heat cusp was seen at 44°K, and previous x-ray work (ref. 1) on
another piece of the same material showed a clear tetragonal splitting
at 43°K. Sample I was found to exhibit a specific heat peak at 51°K

with no evidence of a singularity or latent heat.

' a. Experimenta_ - Samples were prepared by lapping faces parallel to

[i00] planes, and cemented to the stage of a low-temperature x-ray
diffraction camera with the <001> direction along the rotation axis.

Mog_ radiation was used throughout. Temperature was controlled manually

to about + O.I°K, and read with a Pt thermometer, using a Wheatstone
bridge.

S I I ! I 7 ,, '_N_l , _

5

"_ 4 s

4 ..

08

3-- w3

.o !do - 2

T('K )

2
-| --

N

°° /
-4- ,- !

:

.so , , , _1/,. j jIO 20 SO 40 50 60 70
T('K)

; Figure 1. Te#2_gonaZ distortion and specific heat vs. temperature

for Nb3Bn J sample II.

!
III ........ IIZ..
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b. Re_Zt8 - Since both [12,0,0] and [14,0,0] reflections were used

the data shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are normalized to the extrapolated

The tetragonal strain c - l_(c/a-l)l is given
0°K lattice spacing, do . d/__

k)

, specific heats are shown schematically on the same temperature scale.

2 49 60 m 5Z 6_S
T(eK)

i. I

i o t ._._-.-i- -
_ _o _

-!

t

I I !
-8 ) I_) 20 30 40 50 IO 70 1'8

T(*K)

Figure2. 2etragonaZdistortionand speoificheat vs. temperature
i for Nb_n, sampleI.
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The strain curve for sample II shown in Fig. 1 is found to be in

good agreement (within 10% at all T < Tm) with previous measurements
(ref. 1). The low-temperature point with vertical error bars is

[(2da+dc)/3do-i ] which is identically zero if no volume change
accompanies the transformation. Above 44°K the data are quite different

from that previously reported (ref. i). There is a region extending

from 44° to 45.5°K over which three peaks are seen, corresponding to

' the a and c axes, and in addition, a central peak representing the high

temperature phase. The region of overlap is shown by the shaded area
of Fig. i. In order to ascertain the origin of the strong temperature

dependence of this peak above Tm, the camera was rotated to permit the
observation of internal r=f/ections. Assuming the crystal is already

tetragonal above the temperature at which splitting is observed, then
the peak in question must represent the c (smaller) axis, i.e., we are

looking at [00£] type reflections. Rotating through 33.7 ° permits

, observation of [0,8,12] planes, and rotation through another 22.6 ° brings

.._,_-_ the [0,12,8] type into reflecting position. Since the changes in dspacing 6(20) are proportional to (h2 + k2 - 2_2)e, the peak shifts for

these two reflections are of different magnitude and opposite in sign.

The progressive increase in 6(20) between these two peaks, which we
observe as the temperature is lowered below about 53°K, is consistent

with the above interpretation.

Since _he shift in peak position is not accompanied by any
appreciable increase in peak width, it appears that this effect is not

due to crystal inhomogenieties giving rise to a variable transformation
temperature, but simply represents the development of a single

tetragonal domain. The first appearance of the split peaks at about
45.5°K signals the development of a multi-domained structure, i.e.,

both a- and £-type reflections are observed. The course of the trans-

formation i[, shown in Fig. 3. The c-axis (higL-angle) contribution to
the total intensity is large compared to the low-angle peak, which
implies that over the irradiated region of the crystal face, most

domains are oriented close to the original c-axis orientation. At low
temperatures, u-scanning (fixing 28 at the Bragg angle and rotating 8)

gives the relative intensities c:a 2:1, with domain alignments up to
1°

about _ off the cubic axes*.

c_ These data were taken before the crystal was oriented with regard to the
i!_ <001> direction.
_J

6

.......... _ ..... , _'_,,m", _ _ "'," _ _ ..._, ,=,=,.m . _ =__' ' "
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SAMPLET

_o.,"4,.3 4_.,. ) <-43.9" (OK)

_" Figure 3. [12,0,01 traces for samples I and II at various _empera-
tures near TM. The vertioal _ine represents a fixed
reference angle.
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Figure 2 shows the overall behavior of sample I. Tm is somewhat

higher and scales with E(0°K). The tetragonal splltting appeared more

like a second-order Landau transition, with _nly a sligh_ distortion

preceding the splitting at 51.4°K, and a strain near Tm given closely by

a relation of the type c2 _ (Tm-T) as expected in the Landau theory.
As before, the intensity contributed by the domains appears to grow with

' the strain near Tm, so that the situation very near Tm remains unresolved
with regard to the occurence of domains of smaller E. £he splitting is

_hown in Fig. 3. The last trace is at the same temperature as the

previous one, but with the crystal rotated 0.04 ° to decrease the

contribution from the untilted central peak and to brinB out the c-axis
contribution from tilted domairs. Unlike sample II, th_ central peak

does not vanish at lower temperatures. Using _-scannin_, we find that

about I0 to 20% of the total intensity is contributed b_ this peak. At
, low temperatures the peak becomes rather diffuse in both O (orientation)

and 20 (d-spacing), but remains untilted.

c. D_8_ss_on - Since sample II is the crystal on which elastic constant
measurements were made the parameters of the band model are available

for calculating the details of the tetragonal distortion. The failure

to observe the latent heat predicted by the model is dealt with in
Appendix D on page 55. The arguments presented there mu_t be modified

somewhat by the observation of appreciable tetragonallty above what was

previously taken to be Tm, which accounts for the relative weakness of
the specific h_t discontinuity, and the appreciable excess specific

heat above Tm. The tetragonal strain below Tm is given by the theory
in terms of parameters obtained from elastic constant data in the cubic

state. A plot of the strain as a function of temperature for this

crystal is shown in Fig. 4. There are no adjustable parameters in

this plot, with the exception that Tm has been taken to be 45.5=K, the
_ighest temperature at which the splitting is observed, instead of

49.6=K, which is where CII-C12 extrapolates to zero. The agreement
between theory and experiment is remarkable*. The linear dependence of

e2 on T near Tm, found for both samples, is not at variance with the
prediction of the model.

The question of whether or not the data for sample I can be fit

equally well can be answered to some extent4in the following way: since /
_(0°K) is given by 2kTo/U2Fm and £(Tm) - - _ kTm/U2, where kTo is the

!Fermi energy at O_K, U2 the deformation potential, and Fm - l-exp(-To/Tm) ,
we require, in order to fit the experimental strains at low T and at

This is the same theoretical curve shown in Appendix B, (page 36) which
was there compared with the data of (ref. _ taken from a different

: piece of the same crystal.
4
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Tm, T = 115 ° and D2 = 5.4 x i04°. This compares with values of 80°O o

and 4.7 x 104 [or sample il. The increase in To =ppears somewhat

excessive, since the temperature dependence of the resistivity of this
materlai is consistent with T = 80°•

O

The discover> of _ precursor effect to the martensitic transforma-

tion, together with the excellent fit of the strain below Tm, suggests

the possibility that a second order parameter, besides E, exerts a

sign;.ffcant influence on the f_ _nergy of the crystal above 'im,but

plays a negligible role at lower temperatures, where the strain energy

is large (CII _ C12). The small strain above Tm then arises from
coupling between the strain and the second parameter, affecting the

elastic constants and magnetic susceptibility above _n, as observed,
and serving to smear the latent heat of the transformation. The nature

of this second parameter, if it exists, is not known.

2. Oebye-Waller Measurements on Single-Crystal Nb3Sn

Before the discovery of the lattice transformation in Nb3Sn ,
Mossbauer effect studies (ref. 3) revealed a peculiar softness in the

phonon spectrum at low temperatures, manifested as a very low recoil-
free fraction at 4.2°K, and corresponding to a Debye temperature of

about 56°K. The data could be represented as a combination of a

Oebye-lf_e spectrum with reasonable OD = 290°, and a temperature-
independent optlcal-like mode, which was interpreted as arising from the
loose (square well) binding of the Sn atoms. (anI19 was the y-ray

source). This result now certainly appears to be related to the lattice

softening known to occur in high Tc, 6-W superconductors, and it e_ _n
hints at a mechanism for the transformation by analogy to the behavior

of certain ferroelectrics, where a cubic-tetragonal transformation is

triggered by the interaction of a low-frequency optical mode with the
acoustic branch of the phonon spectrum. However, there are difficulties

in this interpretation. The most straight-forward is that Just as we

now know that the lattice softens appreciably at temperatures near Tm,
we also know that it recovers its hlgh-temperature stiffness at

T << T (see Appendix C on page 41). In addition, the frequency range

of themspectrum affected by the softening must be very low, since no

evidence of softening is seen in the specific heat near Tm, i.e., the _P

thermal energy residing in the affected modes is negligible. Thl8 is a f
very important point, because the Mossbauer (and Debye-Waller) measure- /mcnts average over a different moment of the frequency spectrum than the

specific heat, giving more weight to low-frequency phonons, and it is
_his moment that appear_ in the electron-phonon interaction. In other

words, the calculation of the superconducting transition temperature, \

making the usual assumption of a Debye spectrum, is only meaningful if
large discrepancies between Mossbauar and specific heat results are either
not observed or well understood.

I0

"' . I'1 ' , '_- ...... ,_ I1....
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The provocative Mossbauer results have led us to investigate the

problem through the Debye-Waller effect. This is the reduction in x-ray
peak _ntensities resulting from lattice aperlodicity introduced by

thermal and zero-point vibrations, and it is precisely the same effect
seen in Mossbauer studies as a reduction in the fraction of recoilless

y-ray emissions.

X-ray line intensities are proportional to the square of the

structure factor Fhk£, which for Nb3Sn can be written,

I h _ k hFhk_ = 2fNb cos 2_ _ cos 2_ _ + cos 2n _ cos 27 _ + cos 2n

(i)

2_k Ii + cos 2_ h k 4 I,, x cos -_-I + fSn (2 + 2 + _)

-B

where f = foe , f0 is the atomic scattering factor for an atom at
rest, and B is the Debye-Waller factor for the appropriate atom. The
D-W theory gives for B

x sin20 _ 8 2 2 sin28 (2)

where h and k are the Planck and Boltzman constants, m the atomic mass,
Y
_s the mean square displacement in the direction of the reflecting

plane normal, and O and I the Bragg angle and x-ray wavelength
(sin O/X = i/2d). The bracketed term is the Debye integral

x

1 _ tdt
(x) J et_l

(3)
0

where x = 8B/T , and the subscript indicates that the Debye temperature

approFrlate to x-rays is slightly different than the usual 0D because of
the different averaging procedure alluded to above.

/Two types of experiments have been performed, involving small

crystals (_4 mll spner_s) in divergent beam geometry, and reflection off

large crystal faces using powder diffractometer techniques. Two

examples of the former are shown at the top of Fig. 5, where the 1
temperature dependence of the {880} and {210} intensities (_ach point
is an average of six equivalent reflections) are shown -- the first to

give some idea of the random errors and the second to show an interesting

and unexpected effect. For the {210} set, the large lattice spacing

/ i

' nu m _ _ unnjnlu_lNu m
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makes B very small and practically removes the temperature dependence of

the intensity. At low T, however, the sudden change in I is interpreted

as arising from a decrease in crystal perfection (less extinction),

presumably connected in some way with the approaching lattice transforma-

tion. The relatively high temperature, =ompared to fm' at which this
occurs is perplexing.

i

The procedure for finding the B's at any temperature is to compare

the ratio of the observed to calculated intensity for a large number

of peaks as a function of (sin e/%)2; the ratios decrease for high

angles and for low Debye eD" In spit_ o the availability of computer

programs for handling the data, the situation is complicated by such
factors as extinction corrections and/or effects such as seen for the

{210} reflections, and a satisfactory, self-conslstent, calculation has

not yet been completed.

"_ A somewhat simpler situation occurs in the type of experiment,

using large crystals, illustrated at the bottom of Fig. 5. Here we

studied the intensities of two peaks in the far-back reflection where

B is maxima]., and the closeness of the peaks in 28 should minimize

systematic errors. From the structure factor it is seen that the

[14,1,0] reflections involve Nb atoms only, while the [14j0,0] is a

mixed type, with F = 2fNb + 2fsn. Any anomalous scattering from tin
atoms should therefore be apparent in a cemparison of the two peaks,

which are an optimal pair, since there are no pure tin reflections.

1 First we show that the data for the [14,1,0] is in agreement with
the D-W theory. For temperatures noc far from eB, it can be shown that

(dlnl/dT)T eB = -'946(2B(eB)/gB)' which is a function of 8B only, from
which we obtain 8Nb = 318 °. In Fig. 6 the solid line for Nb is the

theoretical cuLve for this eB, The experimental points are converted to

B values by using the relatio, d in[I(T)/I(300°)] = 2[B(300°)-B(T)], where

B(300 °) is assigned to the culve. (We have suppressed the angular part

of B on the ordinate, dividing by (I/2d) 2 = 1.76 x 10-16 cm-2). It is

seen that reasonable agreement is obtained, with a slight positive

departure of the data at T < IO0°K. This might be related to the

effect seen in the {210} data and appears to be quite gener,_l (cf., the

absence of saturation at low T in the {880} data).

For the [14,0,0] reflection, to a very good approximation,

2

If_ eXp(-BNb) + f °

Sn exp(-Bsn)

I14,0,0/I14,1,0 = 2fN_ exp(-BN5) j

= .25 [1+1.6 exp-(B3n-BN-b)] 2 (4)

13
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Figure 8. Debye-Wall_r factor 2B vs. T.o-2B_,=-2B._n; solid _ines
theoreticaIjdashed lin_, Mossbau_r resu2._sof ref. _.

so that from the I ratios we carl construct a B vs. T curve for ihe Sn

atoms, represented by the crosses of Fig 6. The data are flt quite

nicely over most of the temperature range by the theoretical curve with

8B = 262°. In this case, the magnitude of B and its temperature

dependence are independently in agreement_with theory for the appropriate

8B' _he simplest averaging of the eB'S , eB = (3eNb + OSn)/4 gives

_B = 304_, while from the room temperature elastic constants ._

(Ap2endlx C on page 41) we get eD = 300 °• !
We conclude that a_ least above 100°K, the data are readily [

interpreted in terms of an ordinary Debye solid. The theory of the

Mossbauer effect gives for the recoilless fraction

2B

4_ 2
f_e

14
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so that for the SnI19 X-ray, 2B = -1.07 l_f. We have plotted the
smoothed curve of Shier and Taylor as the dashed llne of Fig. 6. Note

that the ordinate is arbitrarily displaced by 0.7 units in order to

bri_g the curve close to the D-W results. The T dependence of f is
certainly D-W like, as discussed above, and it seems almost inescapable

that the discrepancy represents an error in the absolute determination

of the recoi]less fraction, far beyond the allowance made in ref. 3.
i

B. SPECI F IC HEAT STUD! ES

During the contract period, the facility for making specific heat
studies in magnetic fields up to 105 kg was added to our previous low-

field capability. The anomalous behavior observed in previous studies

seemed to be resolvable only by quenching superconductivity to as low a

, temperature as possible, and with this end in mind, we performed a

complete study of a new sample of Nb3Sn. This material turned out to be

"_, somewhat off stoichiometry, with a mean composition Nb3.3Sn(76.5 at.%
Nb), and a broad transition at 16.4°K. Nevertheless, the results proved

: to be very interesting, perhaps more so than anticipated, and they are
xeported here in some detail.

The specific heat is shown in Fig. 7. A fortunate aspect of these

results is that the entropy at Tc obtained by extrapolation of the
normal state data hack to O°K, is equal to that obtained by direct

! integration of the superconducting state data, thzreby permitting al

stralght-forward interpretation of the data in terms of a separable

electronic density of states and lattice (Debye) term. This is mot

possible for ordinary Nb3Sn (ref. 4), and the present r_sults hel_ to
clarify some of the problems raised by the earlier work. In Table II

we show some comparative properties for samples of varying stoichiometry.

The quantity y is the linear specific heat coefficient, AC/yT c is the
relative _pecific heat jump, 0o is the residual resistivity, K is the

Ginzburg-Landau parameter, and Hc(O) is the thermodynamic critical field
at T = O=k.

The result for 0D is of particular interest, since it was not heretofore

possible to identify, with any certainity, the T3 term above Tc with a

Debye temperature. Now it appears that the identical slopes above Tc can
be taken as evidence for identical Debye eD'S and that the anomalous linear /
term found in the Nb3Sn case arises from an additional contribution to the

specific heat connected with the lattice transformation. The agreement

between the specific heat and elastic constant 8's for Nb3Sn is
certainly not coincidental, eel is calculated on the assumption that

; CII and C12 are restored below Tm to their high T values, as shown iny.

_'-. Apnendix C on page _i. However, the value of C44 measured at low T is _

"F

"/
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Table II

Materials Parameters for Niobium Tin

? of Various Stoichiometrics

#

Nb3Sn Nb3 .3sn Nb4Sn
Structure at T Tetragonal Cubic Cubicc

" Tc (°K) 18.0 16.4 8

y(m2/g-at.-°K 2) 13 12.3 5.8

8C17T c 2.4 2.1 1.4_0

_ OD(sP. ht.) 262 262 307 ,

Oo(elastic) 265 ,

i (10-5_-cm) 1 _2
Po

K(T c) _22 37

Hc(O) (Gauss) 5350 4500

about one-half of the high T value, and it is the measured value of C44
tha_ gives 0 = 265 ° . This means that the elastic softenlng seen for

C44 shear mode at the low frequency used for the acoustic measure-
the

ment extends to frequencies of the order of the Debye frequency, and is,
therefore, observed in the specific heat. This is in marked contrast

to the CII-C12 shear mode, where the extreme softening observed

acoustlcally near TmhaS no apparent effect on the specific b.at. (It

is also of interest to note that @el calculated from the h_3n T value
of C44 is 300 °, as found in Nb4Sn, which is a weak coupl_ .g supercon-

ductor. There are, however, other posslble explanatlons of this

result [cf. (ref. 4)]). The softening of C44, which is accelerated by
the tetragonal transformation, is not predicted by the band model of

the lattice transformation, and is in itself a strlkln 8 result.

However, its implications for the model arenot clear, since this

effect is not observed in V3SI (ref. 5), which, in this respect,
provides an exemplary case for the model.

!_
i

tJ
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The present results also shed some llgnt on the situation regarding

critical fields in Nb3Sn. In Fig. 8 are shown some critical field data
from the literature (refs. 6,7) together with the single point

determined from the specific heat at 103 kg. The V3Ga data shows the

, . 300 , ,' , , , , , , ,

. }VDGo AFTER HECHLER MalJREF..6)

Z50

200

L

150

i I00 .-

i FS-20(REF.?)"A
,o SH-3(,[F. 4_" A_,

O ........ ,_
0 .I .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .1' .8 .9 1.0• t2

Figure 8. Upper critical field vs. (T,/Tc)_for vanadium gallium and
several niobium tin specimens.

C"

_ effect of paramagnetlc limitation of the upper critical field; at low

" T these data are below that of Nb3Sn in spite of significantly higher
values of K(t = i) and the thermodynamic critical field Ho(O). High Tc,

'_ stoichiometric Nb3Sn , as exemplified by the previous specific heat
sample SH-3, and a vapor-deposited specimen FS-20, do not appear to be

limited. Hc2(O) for #FS-20 has been estimated to be about 220 kg L,
_" (ref. 7), so that with He2 =_ KHc, we get KI(O)/KI(1) 1.3. Theory

gives the maxlmum value 1.2 _r this ratio in the absence of any para-

_- magnetic effect, the still higher value observed here probably arising

;-_: from the fact that pure Nb3Sn is largely intrinsic (£ > _o), and the /

_;_ theory is not strictly applicable. Nb3.3Sn represents an intermediate

5i_° case. The introduction of excess Nb has resulted in a substantial
_ increase in KI(1) , but only a 10% increase in Hc2(O), with KI(O)/K(1) -
L._:_. 1.0. The fact that the experimental point lies on the published curve

_-_ haSthewlres°bvl°USusedimplicatl°nSinref. 6.about the uniformity and/or stoichiometry of i

'i o

d

{
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In a detailed study of the specific heat data, not yet completed,

we are able to show that the specific heat Jump at 103 kg can be used

to drive the Maki (ref. 8) parameter B_ = l, which is required by the
result KI(0)/KI(I ) = i. The only assumption made in obtaining this

result is that the relationship between K1 and K2, where K2 is the G-L
parameter appropriate to the magnetization, is also given correctly by
the theory. With reliable resistivity measurements as a function of Nb

' content now being pursued, the way will be open to further exploration

of the microscopic parameters of tbis system. I" appears from pre-

liminary work that for pure Nb3Sn , with K = Ko + K£ where the sub-
scripts o and & refer to intrinsic and mean free-path effects

respectively, that Ko%16 and K£%6, SO that the behavior of Nb3Sn is

largely intrinsic (insensitive to light doping), and Nb3o3Sn rJstly
extrinsic, with K£ = 21.
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III. MATERIALS

A. DOPING OF Nb3Sn

The substitution of small amounts of foreign atoms for either the
, Nb or Sn atoms in the 8-W structure provldes an interesting probe of the

band model. Results of a study on the effect of Sb doping are given in

Appendix G on p_ge 82.

I. The System Nb3Snl_xAl x

Samples were prepared by slntering pressed powders at 1500"C for
five hours. For reasons not understood, the annealing temperature _n

, this system is somewhat critical, since different results (for the

lattice parameter, for example) are obtained at various temperatures.
+'_ _ The alloys were found to be almost fully reacted, with llttle or no A1

loss.

, Lattice constants and inductive transition temperature midpoints

are shown in Fig. 9. Although the atomic radius of Al is 10Z smaller

than that cf Sn, ao remains constant up to about 5X A1, and then beginse

to fall rapidly. At the same time Tc remains constant to several per-
cent and then rises rapidly to a maximum of 18.58°K at about 98. The

temperature dependence of the martensltic transformation was also
i studied. For x > 0.06, all samples transformed with c/a > l, and

c(20°K) _3.6 x IO-3. For x > 0.08 the samples were cubic at all T. The

x = 0.07 sample gave somewhat ambiguous results, indicating perhaps

that it underwent a partial transformation. Of particular interest is

i the fact that Tm for all samples except x - 0,07, was about the same as

for undoped material, Tm 44 ° t 5°. The x = 0.07 sample showed ar

, _ clearly spllt [400] peak at about 33"K, while samples with x > 0.08
showed no splitting, but the same peak broadening observed above Tm for

the lighter doped specimenR. As in the case of Sb doping, the Insensltl-
! vity of Tm to doping shows an unexpected rigidity in the band structure,
I i.e., the band filling TO is invarlant. Nevertheless, the scale of A1

doping over which unusual changes in ao and Tc take place is
commensurate with the model. In fact, although the Nb-Sn-AI system had

been previously investigated by others, it was the predictions of the
model which led us to cover the region with x < 0.2 so thoroughly, r

thereby leading to the highest Tc yet observed in Nb3Sn. _

2O

! ,=
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This correspondence can be seen in the phase diagram for Nb3Sn at
the top of Fig. 9, which is a plot of the phase boundaries as functions

of temperature and To, the band filling. The scale of the abscissa is

fixed by the fact that for pure Nb3Sn , TO ffi80°K, and NokTo, the total
number of electrons (or holes) in the band is O.04/atom. (The scale of

the ordinate has been taken to be arbitrary, since the diagram is based

on a Tc calculation using BCS theory. A more refined version of this

diagram, based on the calculations of Appendix F. will not greatly change
the boundaries, so that the intersection of the N.C.-N.T., and N.T.-S.T.

lines with the T axes are of order 50 ° and 10°K respectively). This

m_ans that if AI were to introduce one hole per A1 into an N-type d-band,

the band would be emptied by Nb3Sn.84AI 16, To = O°K. The four possible
phases are normal, cubic and tetragonal; and superconducting, cubic

and tetragonal. For To > 51, in cooling we proceed from N.C. �¼�|�As

the martensitlc transformation temperature falls, the N.T. - S.T. line

' rises to meet the higher Tc of the cubic phase. A further decrease in

To then depresses Tc along the N.C. - S.C. line. The resemblance of
this diagram to the Tc and structure measurements is unmistakable,

although Tm and, presumably, To, seem to vary only slightly with
doping. The reasons for this partial success are, of course, not apparent.

2. Hydrogen in Nb3Sn

Work on the behavior of H in _3Sn although interesting, has been
held in abeyance in anticipation of N.M.R. studies recently begun at
the Laboratories. We summarize here the work to date.

Nb3Sn is not readily hydride,, even though it can be made to absorb
L large quantities of H._ We have found the best method for preparing

homogeneous samples up to Nb3SnH is the utilization of _,dinary pressing
and slntering techniques with partially hydrided Nb powders as starting
material. As is generally the case, the introduction of H into the

lattice cause_ an increase in cell volume, and a decrease in Tc. As

shown in Fig. I0, the A-15 structure is stable up to about Nb3SnH , at

_ which point a second, tetrago,al phase appears. This concentration

also corresponds roughly to the disappearance of superconductivity above

4.2°K. A noteworthy feature of the lattice expansion is that it is

considerably more rapid than ordinarily found (in terms of H atoms per

transition metal atom) and is not amenable to treatment by the usual [
_ schemes for predicting interatomic distances in the hydrides (ref. 9)

_ The effect of H on Tc is also very pronounced, as shown in Fig. i0. This
suggests that the electrons in the d-band responsible for the high

density of states and/or high Tc of Nb3Sn are few in number, ¢omln 8
perhaps from only one d-sub-band, unlike the situation in, say, Nb, where \°
the effect of H is much weaker. This fact provides further ve=iflcati0n

of the band structure theory.

22
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We have determined the position of the H atoms in the unit cell by

_ means of neutron diffraction. In Fig. i0, we show the H positions for _
the fully hydrlded structure Nb3SnH 3. The Sn atoms, which occupy the

_ body center and corners, have been omitted. For the sample studied, i

which had slightly less than two H atoms�unit cell, the symmetry i
remained cubic, so that the H atoms are randomly distributed over the

_ available sites. It is seen that the H resides on the cell faces,
formlng a chain system orthogonal to the Nb chains. Each H atom is J
tetrahedrally surrounded by four Nb atoms, and forms a cross llnk

between a pair of Nb chains. This is a possible reason why a very small i ' ' l

amount of H, about one atom for every i0 unit cells, is found to pre- i
_ vent the martensitlc transformation. Another way of regarding the

'._ matter is to say thaL the H diminishes the electron-phonon interaction, I
as discussed in Appendix F on page 68.

B. RF SPUTTERINGON 8-W SUPERCONDUCTORS !

Simultaneous sputtering from two elemental targets has been used to I

,: deposit films with continuous composition ranges covering up to 70 at. % I _; of non-transltlon metal atoms. ° The films, which were condensed on a

llquid-nitrogen cooled substrate, were subsequently annealed below
lO00°C to form 8-W compounds at the appropriate composition.

Details of the experimental =echnlque and the results are given in

Appendix H on page 91. Here we give several of th" latest results,

starting with Nb3Ge.

23
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In its equilibrium form, Nb3Ge exists off-stoichiometry and has a

Tc of 6.9°K. When it is formed by rapid quenching from the melt in an
arc furnace, some of the stoichiometric phase can be retained. This has
a transition onset near 17°K but a width of over 10°K. We have

sputtered this compound in its metastable form, annealed it, and

obtained a Tc onset of close to 18°K with a width of 3°K, a significant
improvement over more conventional techniques.

I

Stoichiometric Nb3AI also exists only in a metastable state. It is

known to have a Tc of almost 18.9°K. We have prepared sputtered films
with a Tc of 18.53°K. Thus it appears that sputtering will be a useful
preparation technique in the study of metastable phases.

For the last example we have recently prepared Nb3Sn films with a
Tc of 17.4°K. The transition widths were less than O.15°K. Most

importantly, the residual resistance ratios were very high for Nb3Sn

• being approximately 6 to i. We take this as strong evidence for low-

_ specimen contamination introduced by sputtering and subsequent
annealing. It is particularly important to have a reproducible and

relatively clean preparation technique as we have begun third component

•doping studies by sputtering in order to raise Tc.

24
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IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Our experimental effort over the past two years has tended to

strengthen our belief in the power of the denslty-of-states band model

as a phenomenological tool for approaching the problem of maximizing Tc
in the 6-W superconductors. The very modest success achieved in raisingi

Tc of NB3Sn by A1 doping may well be fortuitous. The real lesson of
the doping studies lles in the apparent inapplicability of the rigid-

band approximation, the reasons for which may be found in this model
itself: namely, the close connection between high T and lattice

instability, c

Two principal problems compel our attention at present. The first

is whether those experiments which are not explicable in terms of the
' present model alone (for example, the precise nature of the trarsforma-

'_-_ tion a_ Tm) raise fundamental questions about the nature of the
significant variables of a complete theory. From a theoretical point of

[ view, every unexplained result is critical, and continuing experimental _-
and theoretical work along these lines is clearly called for.

Practically speaking, there is one experiment of utmost importance which
lends credibility to that aspect of the theory of greatest interest,

_ the calculation of Tc: that is the study of the strain dependence of
_ Tc reported in Appendix E on page 60. The confirmation of the theory
_ found in this very direct test stands as proof of its essential

validity, which has in no way been weakened by subsequent work. ._

?

The second problem is, of course, that of finding a way to
capitalize on the predictions of the model for attaining higher transi-

tion temperatures. A great deal of evidence has been accumulated in

this and other laboratories over the past several years that the phases

of highest Tc are often metastable, so that the high Tc, and usually
stoichiometric 8-W phase, is unstable with respect to non-stoichlometric

alloys, other crystal structures, or distorted lattices. Work reported

here demonstrates that those elements which enter the Nb3Sn lattice
_ readily do not change the band parameters to a significant extent, and

even more striking, a great number of elements which fit the normal

requirements for alloying do not enter t_e lattice under equilibrium

conditions at all. We therefore feel tkat the rf-sputtering technique, ._
the great promise of which has already been dealt with in Section lll.B fca page 23 and Appendix H on page 91, represents the most fruitful

_ approach to our program of materials research in superconducltivity.
t
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APPENDIX A*

EFFECT OF FERMI LEVEL MOTION ON NORMAL STATE PROPERTIES OF
_-TUNGSTEN SUPERCONDUCTORS

R. W. Cohen, G. D. Cody, and J. J. Halloran

/

The _-tungsten compounds are of great interest because of their

high superconducting transition temperatures Tc and the strikingly

anomalous temperature dependences of a variety of characteristic pro-

perties in both normal and superconducting states (ref. i0). It i_

generally thought that many of these anomalies are due to extremely fine

structure in the electronic density of states near the Fermi level.
Labb_ and Friedel (ref. ii), using the tight binding approximation for

, the density of states, obtained machine calculations of the elast .c

'_ constant (CII-CI2) as a function of temperature and were able to account

_ for the tetragonal transformation observed (ref. 12) in V3Si. Clogston
and Jaccarino (ref. 13) found that a very narrow (_400OK) density of
states anomaly at the Fermi level could explain measurements of the

paramagnetic susceptibility X of vanadium S-tungsten compounds. I_ this
Appendix, we present a simple model of the electronic density of states

which yields, with the choice of essentially one parameter for Nb3Sn,
excellent agreement with the observed temperature dependence of not

only X and (CII-C12), but the electrical resistivity p and the elastic
constant CII as well. Furthermore, the temperature dependences of X

for V3Si and V3Ga are correctly predicted.

! The model emphasizes th_ crucial aspect of a sharp drop in the

density of states near the F_rmi level, while its partlcularly simple
form yields simple, manageable expressions for the experimental

quantities. The density of states (for both spins) N(E) as a functlov

_, of energy _ is a_sumed to have the form:

N(E) = No, E > 0

_ = _ NO, E < O, (A-l)

r; where a is a dimensionless parameter. _,e position of the Fermi level
in the cubic state at T = 0°K is given by EF(0). Physically, the case
a << I and EF(0) > 0 corresponds to a nearly empty d band overlapping
an s band, while a >> 1 and EF(0) < 0 is the case of a nearly filled d

band. Since the calculatlons yield the same results in both cases,

R. W. Cohen, G. D. Cody, and J. J. Halloran, Phys. Rev. Letters 1_9,
840 (1967).
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• we can,-without loss of generality, consider the case of a nearly empty

d band and set EF(0) = kTo > O. l_e results are most convenientl_
expressed in terms of the quantity F_(T) = [I + exp (-EF(T)/kT)] -i, the
value of the Fermi function at the band edge, E = 0. The position of

th_ Ferm_ level is found by the usual technique of equating the total

= number of occupied states at any temperature T to that at T = O"K. The :
result is an equation for Fa(T):

u /

• Fa(T) ffi1 - [Fu (T)]aexp(-TolT). (A-2)

_ The function Fa(T) is a decreasing function of T, and at low temperatures :

is wel_ approximated by Fu(T)_ Fo(T) = [I - exp(-To/T]
For T _ To/(l-a)!n2, Fa _ 1/2, and the Fermi level has crossed the band

__ edge and entered the IJw density of states region. At high temp_:atures, !

_ the effect of the small density of states a NO is to slow down the move-
ment of the Fermi level, and Fu(l ) saturates. The rapid motion of the !

Fermi level gives rise to a strong temperature dependence of the !_

effective density of states and, consequently, to all electronic

properties. _ -

:_efirst calculate the electrical resistivity 0(T) for the model

Eq. (A-l). As in the case of transition metals, we assume that thenormal state current is carried by the s electcons and that the dominant
contribution to the resistivity arises from s-d scattering. The treat-

I ment of the resistivity due to electron-phonon scattering departs from .....

that of Wilson (re/. 14) in that the proxlmlty of the Fermi level to

the band edg_ is taken into account by llmlt=ng the range of th_ d band
energy integration to energies E > O. We employ a Debye phonon
spectrum* with characteristic temperature O. With these considerations,
the expression for the phonon scattering contribution to the

resistivity Pph(T) is

Pph(T)'A (_)3 f ,. ( ...... . ,,-,,
F (i- e-}J

where A is a constant. At low temperatures T << O and T <_ To, F_(T) = 1
and Eq. (A-3) reduces tO Wilson's T3 law (ref. 14). At hlgh temperatures _ - ' ,

D

Because of the rapid temperature dependence o( the elastic constants : _
in the temperature range 60*K _ T _ 300*E, the approximation of a _; i
constant Debye Temperature would appear to b¢ a poor one. However,

according to specific heat measurements (ref, 17), the Debye Tempera-

Cure actually varies quite slowly in this temperature range.
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T > O, we obtain pph(T) = A(T/O)Fa(T ). Thus, the usual linear increase
of Pph(T) at high T is multiplied by the function F_(T) which takes Into
account the decrease of effective number of d states participating in

the scattering as the temperature is raised. The contribution to the

resistivity from impurity scatteriug is found in the usual way (ref. 15),

be we again limi_ the d-band integration to E > 0. Under the assumption

of elastic scattering, we find_I

Pimp (T) = Pimp (0)Fa(T). (A-4)

Figure A-1 is a plot of the resistivity (ref. 16) of Nb3Sn from 180K to

850°K. The smooth curve is [pph(T) + Pimp(T)] for TO = IO0"K, a = 0.04,
ffi250°K, A = 211 _R-cm and Pimp(O) = 11 _R-cm. We have used 8 250°K,

' since it is the value indicated by specific heat measurements (ref. 17).

_ It should be pointed out that at low temperatures (T _ 250QK) the
theoretical curve is virtually independent of a, and the value TO = 100°K ! :

gave the best fit in this region. The value a = 0.04 fixed the slope of
the high temperature resistivity. The fit to the resistivity i_ very

good over the entire temperature range. For comparison the ordinary

Wilson form (ref. 14) (Fu(T) = I) for the resistivity is shown for ' -
e ffi250°K and where the resistivities were matched ac T = 0°K and 300°K.

In order to calculate the elastic constants CII(T) and CI2(T), it t

is necessary to compute the change in free energy _F(¢xx , Cyy, Czz)
when uniform _trains_ii are applied to a cubic lattice along the

crystallographic axes i. Specifically, the quantities 3(CII-C12)/4 and _ _
CII/2 are the coefficients of the quadratic term in ¢ of a power
series expansion about ¢ = 0 of _F(¢,-I/2¢,-I/2¢) and 6F(¢,0,0),

respectively. We assume, after Labbd and Friedel (ref. 11) that the d

band in the cubic state results from the superpositlon of three 1

degenerate bands arising from the transition metal interactions along _-
the three "chains" of the B-tungsten lattice. In general, the shift

6Ei of the edge of the i'th band under a strain cjj is given by

6Ei = Uijcjj, where. Uij is the deformation potential tensor. For a
cubic crystal the deformation potential tensor is of the form

Uij = [OlWlj + U2(I = 61_)]. It Is assumed that the time dependence ofany applied strain is su_flciently slow so that the electron syst,.m is

always at thermal equilibrium. With the above consideration, we obtain f

the following expressions for the elastic constants: __

It should be pointed out that this "impurity" term is indistinguishable 't
from one that would arise from the Interactlonof electrons with an _

optical mode whose frequency is vanishlngly small. _aat such a mode may _ ::
exist in _hese m_tals has been suggested by W. Rehwald (to be published). '
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u
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8 • 250" K

T(IO 2 eK) ..- L.
Figure A-1. _ electrical reoieti_ity of l_3Sn a8 a function of

temperature. The data _ere taken from (ref. !6). _e
theoretical fit was computed from Eqs. (A-3) .,_. 'A-4)
for the indicated valuee of the varo_eters. For com-
parision the result of the ordinar_ Wi;son tk_ory is
shown for 0 = 250°K and where the reaistiuitie_ were
matched a_ T = 0° and $O0°K.

Cll(T)-C12(T) = -(1/3) (I-_)NoU2F (T) + A (A-Sa)

Cll(T) - -(219) (1-_)NoU2F (T) + A', (A-Sb) __where _ = (U1 - U2) is the effective deformation potential and where A
and A' represent lattice contributions assumed to be temperature inde- _'

pendent. Figure A-2 shows data (ref, 18) for C11(T) and [CII(T)-CI2(T)] Ill
plu_ted as a function of Fa(T)where we have taken the values TO = 100OK

i
!
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and = = 0.04 obtained from fitting the resistivity data. Over most of

the temperature range F_(T) _ Fo(T), so that Fig. A-2 is essentially a

plot of elastic constants against [l - exp(-100/T)]. The agreement
between theory and experiment is excellent. Particularly satisfying is

the fact that the ratio of the slopes in Fil _-2, [d(CII-CI2)/dF_]/

[dCll/dFa] ffi1.55, compares very well with t,:evalue 1.50 predicted by
Eqs. A-5.

i

T('K)

30 i
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The paramagnetlc susceptibility x(T) for the density of state_
Eq. A-I can be readily calculated with the result:*

2 (A-6)
×(T) = _B(I - _)NoFa(T) + Xorb,

where VB is the Bohr magneton and Xorb is the orbital contribution to the
susceptibility. In Fig. A-3, the theoretical susceptibility is compared

: with previously published experimental data (ref. 19) for V3Si

(TO = II0°K) and V3Ga(T o = 95°K) and with our data for Nb3Sn (TO = 100°K).
We have chosen _ = 0.04 for all three materials, but the curves are =l

insensitive to variations in _ in this temperature range. With the

exception of the deviation for Nb3Sn bel,,w 55°K, the agreement with the
theoretical temperature dependence for all three materials is very good.

, We find that the region below 55°K is quite sensitive to sample prepara- -

tlon. The Nb3Sn sample for which data is shown was ground from a single
"_ crystal specimen which, by x-ray examination, sho_ed a tetragonal

_ transformation (ref. i) at 43°K. For samples in which x-ray examinations

do not reveal a lattice transformation, X does not decrease in thetemperature range T < 55°K, but is constant>' •

9 The orbital contribution to the susceptibility Xorb is giver by the

Fs = 0 intercepts of X. From Fig. A-3, we note that Xorb does not vary

app-eclably from metal to metal• We further note that the quantity To _
is essentially the same for al) three materials. It thus appears that

ZO = 100"K is a characteristic of all S-tungsten compounds. -.,

From the s!opes of t_e solid lines in Fig. A-3 we find th_

following values of NO for the thzee metals: No " 3.3 states/e.v.-atom
_i for Fo3Sn, 6.7 for V3SI, and 6.9 for V3Ga. Using the above value of N

fo_ Nb3Sn and the slopes of the solid lines in Fig. A-2 to determine o

_ the quantity NoU2, we find the deformation potential for
_ Nb3SnlU 2 = 4.8 e.v.

_. With knowledge of the deformation potential, we are able to
_i predict the magnitude of the shift of the edges of the three sub-bands

_n the teZragoual state of Nb3Sn. Below the lattice transformation

_ temperature, the stza of the unit cell along the "c" axis decreases b7 _ . -_

Actually, the first term on the right slde of Eq. A-6 should be
_ multiplied by [1-NoVc(I-a)F_(T)/2]'I to take into account the

_ enhancem_t of X due to the coulomb repulsion Vc. However, because

o_ the scatter of experimental data, we are unable to make adeglnSta choice of Vc (except to say that Hart/2 _ 0.5). We have,

therefore, set Vc = 0; this may lead to an overestimate of NO by as
much as 30g.

f
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0.1 0.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 G7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Fa(T)

E_rv_e A-3. ]',_e po_gr_t, io susoep_ibiZity X of VzGa, V3Si c_
.qb35_a8 a funo_ion of Fc=(T). The J_ou_vionPa(T) ie
given by F_. A-2 =_i_h==0.04 and _ indicted

val=e8 of To. T;_ dut= for V_i _re _ak_ I%.omreef. 18).

au amount (re£. I) _ = 6 x lO -3 and increases along the "a" and '%" axes /
: by an a=ount ¢/2. We then compute that the edge of the "c" sub-band,

Inltlally at E = 0, moves to E = -U¢ _ -320°K, while the edge of the
"a" and "b" sub-bands shifts to E _ + 160"K. The aasnltude of these
shifts indicates that the Feral level at T = O'K ls in a reglon where

| the de.lty of states is Ho13. A .pln susceptibility sm_su._eaent
l

(in the norna/ state) wtll than deteriine an effecttv.e density of _ _
states No/3 for a field parallel to the "c" axis and No/9 for a systea : , _ ,
of raudoaly oriented donains. Although we observe a decrease in the _ _

,,j
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effective density of states for Nb3Sn below about 55°K, the observed
decrease does not appear to be as large as predicted. Samples which do

not show a tetragonal transformation and have constant X below % 55°K

do not obey the prediction of the model for either the tetragonal or

cubic states. It is believed that expansion of the free energy in
terms of changes in the lattice parameter is not sufficient to desczibe

the state below the lattice transformation temperature (refs. 20,21).
#

The question of the order of the transition to the tetragonal state

has not been resolved. Analysis of the higher order terms in E in the
free energy expansion show that for the present mode], the coefflc_ent

of the cubic term in E is non zero, indicating a first _:c_

transtition. This result agrees with that of LaL3_ and Frledel (ref. Ii).
Analysis of the x-ray data of Mailfert et. _i. (ref. I) indicates that

if the transition is of second order, E + $ as (Tm-T)q where Tm = 43°K
, and q _ 1/4. According to the theory of cond-order phase transitions,

_ (ref. 22) this would require the vanishi:, of all terms through ¢ (ref.

14) in the free-energy expansion, an un_ 'ly occurrence. The
_i susceptibility data give no evidence c_ first-_rdez transition. It

is possible that domain structure in the etr:igonal state washes out

rapid variations in X. i
f

• Since the model is successful in explaining such a wide variety o_
normal state properties of the high Tc S-tungsten superconductors, we

believe that the essential feature of the model, namely the rapid varia-
tion of the electronic density of states near the Fermi level, should

also be included in any analysis of the superconducting properties.
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APPENDIX B*

CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS OF _-W SUPERCONDUCTORS

G. D. Cody, R. W. Cohen, and L. J. Vleland

There has been considerable success in understanding the unusual

properties of the hlgh-temperature cubic phase of the high Tc _-tungsten

superconductors (ref. 23). In particular, the temperature dependence of

the electrILal resistivity, elastic constants CII(T) and CI2(T), and the

ma_netlc susceptibility x(T) above the lattice transformation tempera-
ture TM have been calculated from a model of the electronic density of

_tates. The model density of states (for both spins) has the form

N(E) = No, E > 0
. (B-l)
_-_ _ _N . E < 0o

where the quantity a is assumed to be much less than unity. Physically,

the model can be interpreted as a high density of states d-band over-

lapping a wide, low density of states s-band. The d-band is assumed to
be nearly empty**; the total number of electrons in this band at T = 0

is _iven by N = (l-a)NokT o, where kTo is much less than the width of
the band. Furthermore, following Labb_ and Friedel (ref. 11) we assume

that the d-band consists of th1_e independent equal contributions from

the orthogonal chains of the B-tungsten lattice. Due to the assumed

independence of the sub-bands, under a uniaxial strain ell directed _
along the i'th chain (i = 1,2,3), only the sub-band associated with that

chain is perturbed. In that case, the shift of the edge of the particu- i

far sub-band i is given by 5Ei = Ucii , where U is a deformation !
potential. By applying the model to the experimental quantities of the
cubic state of Nb3Sn, the parameters of the model were found to be*** i
N = 5.6 states/e.v.-atom, a = 0.04, T = 80°K, and U = 4.1 e.v.
o o

*

G. D Cody, R. W. Cohen, and L. J. Vieland, Proceedings of the
! Eleventh International Conference on Low Temperature Physics,

1009, (1968), St, Andrews, Scotland. i' /

/We could, of course, consider a nearly filled d-band. _ I

These values of TO and U are slightly different than those given "
in (ref. 23), owin8 to further experimentation and more complete I

characterization of specimens. The value of No has been obtained _ _
from specific heat measurements (ref. 4).
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The unusual aspects of the model are the sharp drop in the density

of states, the very small number of carriers in the d-band, and the

response of the d-band to lattice distortion. The sharp drop in the
density of states, which greatly facilitates calculations, appears to be

necessary in order to accurately reproduce the temperature dependence of

experimental quantities in the cubic phase. The independent sub-band
approximation has been shown to give good results for small strains in

' the cubic state (ref. 23). The present paper applies the band model to

the tetcagonal state (T < TM) using the parameters obtained from the

cubic state data. We calculate the magnetic susceptibility, specific

heat, elastic constants, and the tetragonal distortion, and compare
them with experimental data. The agreement between theory and experi-

ment is, in some cases, excellent. However, certain discrepancies

suggest that the transformed state cannot be described solely by a
tetragonal strain imposed on the cublc-state model.

•_ _ In order to calculate the experimental quantities in the tetra-gcnal state, we make use of the expression for the free e_ergy of the :_

system in the presence of a magnetic field H, tetragonal strain c, and
uniaxial strains* q. Neglecting the small contribution of the _ _

-I Is-electrons, the free energy is given by

F(T,_,e,n,H) = N_+ 7 _=_i m=_l (m+3)g([3m-IIUe+Uq+EUBH,T,EF)

1
+(3/4) (All--A12)e2+(3/2) (AII+2AI2) q2_ _ XorbH2

, (B-2)
_ where

_ g(X,T,_) = -(No/6B) f in{l + exp - 8(E-_)}dE. (B-3)

In Eqs. (B-2 and B-3), All and AI2 are temperature independent lattice

_ contributions to CII and C12 , respectively**, ×orb is the temperature

independent orbital contribution (ref. 23) to the susceptibility, EF isthe Fermi energy, N is the total number of d-band electrons, and

,

In conv=ntio'ml notation, the individual strain components are f

¢Ii = (n-e) and ¢22 = _33 " (_ + i/2¢). We are ignoring the small

differences between the elastic constants eli, C22 , and C33 in the ._
tetragonal state. '

**

We have neglected all higher order lattice contributions, a de-

tailed analysis shows this to be a valid approximation in Nb3Sn over
the temperature range of interest.

'In Innm n ',
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8ffi(kBT)-l. The position of the Fermi level is established by the

condition 8F/_EF=0.

The value of the tetragonal deformation So(T) is found from the

condition for equilibrium (in the following, all derivations are
evaluated at n = H = 0 and _ = e (T)):

O

, 8F/Be = 0. (B-4)

Below the lattice transformation temperature TM there are two solutions

for eo which correspond to free-energy minima; that for which eo > 0 has
the lower free energy and corresponds to the sign of the transformation

for (ref. i) Nb3Sn. The transformation temperature TM is given in
terms of the parameters of the theory through the approximate relation

, , TM _ To{in[l-3 (AII-A12)/NoU2] }-i (B-5)

in Fig. B-I is shown the theoretical curve of eo as a function of T/TM.
The experimental values of Mailfert st. al. (ref. i) are given in the

figure. The agreement between theory and experiment is good over most

® ®

0_l l I I I _4 I I I I I "_0 O'l 0"2 0'3 0"6 06 0"7 o.e 0.9 CO
I"/Tm

Fi_e B-1. Tetragonu_ distortion 28 a function of T/TH. Curve

derived from Eq. (B-4), points from (ref. I). /
r

of the temperature range. It is noteworthy that the value of ¢o at T -
O°K has not been fLtted to the data; it is based on parameters of the i _
model extracted from cublc-state data. At the _ransformatlon temperature,
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the theory predicts a first order transformation with a large jump in

Eo. The temperature resolution in the x-ray measurements is not
sufficient to detect a discontinuity in Co, but no hysteresis was
observed (ref. i). Furthermore, the x-ray data (ref. l) indicate that

TM _ 43°K, whereas the elastic constant data [Eq. (B-5)] predict

TM_ 50°K. At present, we do not know the origin of this difference.
l

The elastic constants in the tetragonal state can be derived from

the free-energy function (2) according to the relations

3

(CII(T)-CI2(T)) = a2F/_E 2 (B-6a)

3(CII(T)+2CI2 (T)) = _2F/_q2. (B-6D)

The solution to Eqs. (B-6) indicates that the elastic constants return

_ to the lattice values at low temperatures. Pbvslcally, this result

comes about because of the fact that the stable state of the system at
low temperatures is one in which all electrons are in one sub-band. _

_ Thus, there is no term in the electronic contribution to the free energy
which is quadratic in E or n. The predicted return of the elastic
constants to the lattice values have been observed in Nb3Sn by Rebwald
(ref. 24), and for completeness, the author's results are reproduced in

Fig. B-2.

_ The electronic specific heat at constant volume in the tetragonal _

state is obtained from the equation

_V(_) 2F/0T2_ _ _ = -T_ . (B-7)

_ In Fig. B-2 is shown the calculated curve of Cv(T) obtained from
Eqs. (B-2) to (B-4) and (B-7). Since the major contribution to the _

specific heat comes from the lattice modes, it is necessary to fit the
curve for the cubic state near TM by choosing an appropriate Debye

temperature. Otherwise. there are no adjustable parameters. It is i

gratlfying that the specific heat Jump at TM, and the magnitude of the
energy associated with the rapidly changing strain Just below TM are ia

_: excellent agreement with theory. However, theory predicts a distinctly

_ first-order transition at TM, with a latent heat of 2 Joules/g-atom,
which is not observed. The failure to observe a latent heat cannot be

attributed to a smearing of the transition which would distribute the

large latent heat over the regio, below TM.

37
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'_ Figure B-2. Elastic constant as a fznc_ion of T.
_oes de_Lved from Eq. (B-6), points

from (ref. 24)_

The paramagnetlc susceptibility is obtained from Eqs. (B-2) and

(B-3) according to the relation

x(T) = -_2F/_H2. (B-8)
\,

The result is

.x(T) = _ N {f(-Ueo) + 2f( Co)} ¢ Xorb

where f(E) is the Ferml function. In Eq. (B-9), the quanaityN o
represents a weakly temperature dependcnt density of states which has

been renormallzed in order to take into account many-body effec_ts
(ref. 25). Analysis of cubic state data (ref. 23) shows that No -,3.3
scates/e.v.atom. Figure B-4 shows the normallzea susceptibility as a

function of temperature for a sample which was similar to that shown
In Figs. B-I _hrough B-3. The theoretical curves are for the cubic state ,_

i co = 0 and the tetragonal state [Eq. (B-4)]. The unusual low tempera-Cure maximum in the susceptibillty follows from the theory and arises

/because as the temperature Is lowered all electrons spill into one

sub-band with effective density of states N--o/J. However, the observed
decrease in the susceptlbillty is only about twn-thlrd8 of the expected

drop. Also, the susceptlbillty of a crystal which shows the elastic

" constant (ref. 18) (Cii-C12) going to zero at 32°K is roughly

38 _
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Figure B-3. Speoif_. heat as a funotion of T/_M. Curve derived from
Eqs. (B-2 and B-4), and Eq. (B-Z), pointo meaaured
vaZues.
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temperature independent below approximately 60°K. Thus, the suscepti-

bility of this crystal departs from the cubic state theory at tempera-

tureE well above the predicted TM.

We have seen that using cubic state parameters and a simple band

structure model, we are able to obtain good agreement with the overall

behavior of the tetragonal state properties. In some cases, such as the

, value of the tetragonal deformation and the magnitude of the elastic
constants, striking quantitative agreement is obtained, in spite of

this success, it is felt that the discrepancies that do exist are funda-
mental in nature. In particular, the absence of a latent heat, the

discrepancy between the values of TM determined from various experiments,
and the lack of quantitative agreement for the susceptibility suggest

that the theory is incomplete. Moreover, an analysis of the observed

(ref. 5) temperature variation of [CII(T)-CI2(T) ] for V3$i shows
excellent agreement with Eq. (B-6a) using V3Si parameters and indicates,

' in contrast to the results of x-ray experiments (ref. 12), that no

_",_ tetragonal transformation should occur in this material. It is believed

that the mechanlsmwhlch triggers the tetragonal transformation has not
been completely identified.
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APPENDIX C*

ELASTIC MODULI OF SINGLE-CRYSTAL Nb3Sn

W. Rehwald

A. INTRODUCTION
I

The elastic moduli of most solid materials have the tendency to

increase (ref. 26) when the temperature is lowered. However, some

compounds, which belong to the A-15 (B-tungsten) structure type, such

as Nb3Sn (ref. 18), V_SI (ref. 5), Nb3AI (_'ef.27) and V3Ga, show the

opposite behavior. Sound-velncity measurements on single crystals

indicated that the velocity of all measured sound modes decreased with
decreasing temperature, and in particular that the velocity of the shea£

, mode p!opagatlng in the (ll0)-directlon and having particle motion in
, the (ll0)-directlon (called the "soft" shear mode) goes to very low

_. values near a critical temperature Tm. This was supposed to be the

transition temperature for the t_ransformation from a cubic to a

tetragonal iattice. Keller and Hanak (ref. 18) found a Tm of 32°K for
a single-cry_tal Nb3Sn. Although such a transformation has been

observed for _r3Si by x-ray technique (ref. 12), it did not show up in

the Nb3Sn crystal used for sound-velocity measurements.

After annealing a Nb3Sn crystal for several hours, a lattice
transformation was observed by Mailfert, Batterman, and Hanak (ref. I)

at about 43°K. Since this temperature was appreciably higher th_n that

observed for lattice softening before the annealing process, the

, • discovery warranted sound-velocity measurements with the annealed ""
crystal. It turned cut that the critical temperature for the softening

had shifted to about _9°K and that the temperature dependence of the

elastic moduli below that value was markedly different from previous
results.

The coincidence of the lattice softening with anomalies in the
electronic behavior led Labb_ (ref. Ii) to the conclusion that rapid

changes of the electronic density of states at the Fermi level are

responsible for the lattice softening in V3Si. A model, recently
proposed by Cohen et. al., (ref. 23) uses the basic idea of Labbe and _
Friedel, but makes calculations of the relevant physical quantities more

/:, tractable and the physical processes more understandable. The measured _
elastic modull are discussed in terms of this model, i

\
Publlsned in part as W. Rehwald, Phys. Letters 27A, 287 (1968). i
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B. EXPERIMENTAL

The Nb3Sn single crystal used for our measurements was grown by an
HCl-gas transport tecLnique (ref. 28). After a heat treatment of some
20 to i00 hours at IO00°C in vacuum the crystal had slightly reduced its

room-temperature lattice constant and showed splitting of the (600) and

(400) x-ray reflexes (ref. i) below 43°K. Three _ifferent sound modes

, were propagated in the _ll0)-direction of the cubic phase with particle
motion in the (II0), (ii0), and (O01)-directions. The velocities were

measured at 40 MHz by the puise-echo method, the details of which are

described elsewhere (ref. 18). The temperature was determined by a

cc,per-constantan thermocouple, whi-h was calibrated at 4.2 ° and 77°K.
Using published tables (ref. 29) for the interpolation gives sufficient

accuracy (better than _ 0.5 deg) in the range of interest.

, Figure C-i shows the sound velocities in (llO)-direction versus
temperature for the three different polarizations. There are three

_ major differences between these results and those of Keller (ref. 18)
on an unannealed crystal:

• The temperature at which the velocity of the "soft" shear mode

goes to very small values is considerably higher (49_K
instead of 32°K).

• The temperature coefficient of the velocity of the (001)-shear
mo_e changes at 49"K.

s The longitudinal sould velocity soes through a minimuB at 49"K

and rlses to approximately its room-temperature value at -
temperatures below.

Qualitatively, the ultrasonic attenuation increases strongly near 49eK
for all three polarizations and remains high for te2peratures below.

In the case of the "soft" shear m_de, the attenuation below the
critical temperature is so bish that no echoes can be observed.

From the measured sound velocities, all _he elastic _duli can be
calculated above 49"K. We assuned a density of 8.87 8/ca J and neglected
its chanse due to t_er_sl expansion (coefffcien_ of thermtl /
expansion = 7.3xl0"U/de t. a. dart' J frou x-ray data). Because values /of Cll-CI2 could not be directly deternined below 40"K, we tried to
set C11 directly from a ausurement of the velocity of a !=n|itudinal
sound wave in the (lO0)-direction. The values for the modulus Cll,
msur_ in this way, coincided with those inferred frou mlurmnts

in the (l!0)-direction at all temperatures ahoy( #pprox/aately 62"K. \
klow this telpQrature there is a d_ecrspancy, which increases 1Lnearly
with the temperature difference, the directly neasured values heine
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Figure C-I. Velocity of sound vs. temperature for Zongit_dinaZ and
- _ shear modes propagated along the <120> _rection.

higher by 3% at the maximum deviation. Below 44°K an enormous attenua-
tion of more than 25 dB/cm for the longitudinal wave in (100) sets in,
ao that no echoes could be detected. The tempe:a_ure dependencies of
Cll, C12 and C44 are compared in Fig. C-2. Tbc directly determined
vaiueB for Cll are indicated by circles.

It Is interesting that the bulk _odult"s B = (C11 + 2C12)/3 slowly i je

IncreAses when 1owerlng the temperature; Its -_ariatlon is of the same _- /
tendency and order of magnitude as that of most metals.

!
.z
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Figure C-2. Elastic _onetants ue. ten,eraSure. Top gr_h
eb_we the bulk _.d_luo.

C, DISCUSSION f

In wetals, the physical properties st the lattice are to a larse
extent deter_ined by the behavior of the electron Sas. )r example, (h@
Kohn-effect anmoaliel manifest themselves as structure in tho dispersion
curves (re£. 30) of 1&trice vibrations; eo it is feasible to relate the

elastic anoaml£ee of _3Sn to deviations from the usual free-_lectron
behavior.
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Labb_ and Friedel (ref. ii) were the first to give an explanation

of the lat-lce softening in V3Si and other Al5-type materials and the
effects related to it (ref. 32). According to their theory the Fermi

level lies in a band of high density of states very near to the band

edge. In the undeformed cubic state, this band is built up of three sub-
bands derived from the d-electrons of the transition metal (Nb in our

case), which is arranged in three families of chains. Electronic overlap

' is as__med to be only within the chains. The application of external

strain which changes the interatomic distances within a chain, alters
the position and width of the associated sub-band. The resultant change

of the occupation of the various _ub-bands gives a negative contribution
to the strain-dependent part of the free energy and lowers the elastic

moduli connected with this strain. As a consequence of restriction to

electronic overlap only within a chain, this model cannot explain the

temperature variation C44.
L

. Cohen et. al. (ref. 23) use the basic ideas of Labb_ and Friedel,
but reduce th_ model to its simplest possible form. They assume a

density of states in the form of a step function with the Fermi level

near the jump. In their simplified model, the equations for the elastic

moduli CII and C12 , the electric resisgivity and the magnetic
susceptibility can be written down in explicit form _nd be discussed

without using a computer. The bqsic parameters of their model are the

densities of states No and aNo on both sides of the jump, the distance

in energy kTo of the Fermi level from the step at T ffi0°K and the
deformation potential coefficient U, which describes the sub-band

splitting under an uniaxial tension along a cube-edge direction. The
elastic modull _= derived from this model consist of a lattice

contribution Aij which is slowly varying with temperature, and in the

cas_ of CII-C12 also of a negative electronic contribution:

2

(l-a)NoU2F (T) (C-I)Clt(T)= All-

1

(I-a)NoU2F_ (T) (C-2)ctl (T)- (T)- All- AI2-

C44(T) " A44 (C-3)

/
The temperature _ependence of the electronic part is based on the /
function

F (T) - (i + exp(-EF(T)/kT)-I (C-4) 1
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the value of the Fermi-function at the band edge E = O. Considering the

shift of the Fermi level with temperatures, one obtains

F_(T) = 1 - (F (T))a exp(-To/T). (C-5)

In ref. 23, the best fit to the measured temperature variation of

' the electric resistivity was accomplished by choosing To = 100°K and
a = 0.04. Evaluation of the magnetic susceptibility data (ref. 31)

gives a density of states of No = 3.0 states/eV atom. In Fig. C-3

our measured elastic moduli CII, CII-C12 and C44 are plotted as

O. N IOIIm-_N

"'* ""1",'.* ,..

"_ _44_"" .". _

4

. , N • _"_%. 0.4

.u| *. ,

_ ?: ,--,;-;
Cll 0.5

u ¢II-©[2-i _ '*":'-'..... .
L • .,

,. . *.

m ',.,', ",'"

• ,. '. ..

0_. 4. " .
0.|

"_ "". _

_.n o., o.,, '' 1° (/P,(T)-----,,.

F4,_a',e C-3. Shear, mode eZast£e oon, at, anto v8. the .funotgon Fc_(2) _or

various vaZuasof _o"
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as a function of F_(T) wit_ _ = 0.04 and three different Fermi-level

positions: To = 100°K, 85°K, and 70°K. The best fit for Cll from the

measurements in (ll0)-direction and Cll-Cl2 is obtained with To = 70°K,
although T = 85°K is only s]ightly worse. With 70°K we obtainO

= I0IIi0II = 0.95 x N/m 2
All 2.90 x N/m 2 AI2

and

N U2 = 8.07 x i0II N/m 2
O

The ratio of the slopes for Cll and CII-C_ is equal to 1.52, which is
very close to the theoretical value of 3/_ Taking NO = 3 states/eV
atom we obtain a deformation potential coelficlent of 5.6 eV.

Extrapolating CII-C12 to zero leads to a transformation temperature T =m
(49 + 0.5)°K. Above Tm the temperature dependence of CII and CII-Ci2
as inferred from measurements in the (llO)-dlrection, is well described

by this theory, except at temperatures above 200°K.

An interesting quantity to discuss is the bulk modulus B =

(CII+2C12)/3. According to theory it should show only the faint tempera-
ture variation of the lattice contributions:

3-I(cII _-iB = + 2C12) = . (All + 2A12) (C-6)

The experimental results show this behavior at least above T .
m

Below _he transformation temperature the crystal can lower its free

energy by undergoing a tetragona! deformation. This splits the

conduction band into a single sub-band and a pair of sub-bands and
shifts the Fermi-level to a new _ _sltlon. Following the notation of

Fig. C-4, the values of the Fermi energy EF with respect to the band

edge in the cubic state and the amount of splitting Uc s are calculable
from the conditions of the minimum of free energy and the conservation

of partic]=_s (ref. 34):

2N U2 kT [ (i (EF +Ues)/kT) /'
U¢s(T) = o in + e

9(AII-AI2)

\
(EF- U_s/2)/kT)]

- In + e (C-7)
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Figure C-4. Density of _tates as a Junction of energy for (a) _bic
and (b) tetragonal lattice.

In Fig. C-5 the temperature varlat.on of the Fermi level and of the

band edges are plotte_. At high temperatures the Fermi level lies in

the band of the low density of states uNo with the high energy tall of

the Fermi function reaching into the band with the high density of
states. At lower temperatures the Fermi level moves into the high-

density band and is moving towards kTo when the transformation takes
place. B=low the transformation the sub-bands split quite rapidly, and
a few degrees below T the Fermi level reaches a position in the

m _
single sub-band.

For calculating the elastic modull In the tetragonal state (ref.

34), one adds a small variation _ to the spontaneous deformation _s and
takes the second derivative of the free evergy with respect to the

strain component _. Due to the tetragonal symmetry, different formulae

are obtained for e.g., an uniaxial strain along the tetragonal c-axis

or perpendicular to it: //

L

i
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Figure C-5. Variation of the Fermi level and

band edges wiJh temperature.

cll(T) 2 u2 fzf2
ii = All - _ N teo = C33 (T)

fl + 2f2 (C-9a)

' i_i 1 f2 (fl +C (T) _ All - _ N _12 f2)o
te

'fl + 2f2 = CII(T) (C-9b)

= te

12 AZ2 _ _i _ 2f2 = Ci3tT) (C-Z0a)

cl (_) +l u2 f2(f:i.+
z2 " A:l-2 _- i,i f2) _te /'

o fl + Ill = Cl2(l) (C-lOb) /

Here the functions fl and f2 represent the Fermi occupation number at
[

the edges of the various sub-bands:
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]-'fl = rL1 + exp(-U_s-EF)IkT ' f2 + exp(UEsl2 - EF)kT

(C-lla,b)

Fig. C-6 show& the temperature variation of tl,e elastic moduli

CII and C12 in the tetragonal state. In the limit Cs _wo
functions fl and f2 converge to the common value F=(T), and Eqs. C-(9) and

C-(10) go over into Eqs. C-(1) and C-(2), which are valid in the cubic

state. Near T = 0°K, the Fermi level is located in the sub-band with a

density of states equal to No/3 and the functions fl and f2 have the
values ! and 0 respectively. So in the limit T �O°K,the elastic
modu;_ are restored to the lattice contributions alone:

' CII(0) = All , C12(0) = AI2 (C-12a,b)

i N

3 - o o o I ' ! ' l -

i

I i I m I

0 20 40 60 "K
T'--P

Figure C-6. Variation of elastic moduli _1: and C,_ in the tetra-
gonal svate, assumzng a constazt bulk rood_6us.

Tt is wozth mentioning that also in the tetragonal sta_e the bulk

modulus is l_dependent of electroric contributions and equal to the

lattice part (All + 2A12)/3. Assuming _his relation to be valid in the

whole temperature range below the tranL Jrmation, we are able to

calculate values for the "apparent" elastic moduli CII and C12 from the
measured veloclEy of a longitudinal sound wave in the (ll0)-direction.

] _ 50
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The results are indicated in Fig. C-6. P_rt of the deviation from the
theoretical curves is because our theory assumes a temperature

invarlant shear modulus C44, whereas the measurements show a considerable

temperature dependence of C44.

The theory in its present form fails to explain the temperature

variation of C44. According to the _udels of Labb_ and Friedel, and of

Cohen et. ai., the shear modulus C44 should be unaffected by the
conduction electrons and exhibit only the slow increase toward lower

temperatuzes due to the lattice alone. The reason for the failure of
theory is that it assumes a one-dlmensional band-model for the chains

and neglects electronic interaction between different chains and between

Nb- and Sn-atoms. Thls leads to a form of the deformation-potentlal

tensor, in which each sub-band edge_ labeled by i _ 1,2,3, is shifted

from E = 0 to Ei by normal strains par_11el or perpendicular to the
, corresponditLg chain axis only:

E1 ffiUI¢ 1 + U2(_2 + E3)

E2 ffiUle 2 + U2(E1 + E3)

E3 = UI_ 3 + U2(_1 + c2) (C-13,a,b,c)

In all subsequent formulae, only the difference U = U1-U 2 appears;
there is no contribution from the shear strains E4, c 5 and c6, however.
Such a form of the deformation potential tensor is consistent with the
band extrema lying along the coordinate axes in reciprocal space (as "

in silicon). Examining the band-structure of V3Ga as calculated by
Mattheiss (ref. 33), and putting in the correct number of electrons for

Nb3Sn, suggests the existence of band maxima near the Fermi level at

either the A-line or the R-point (_, _ --_)
z z- or theM-pointCa, _-'0) ofa' a

the Brillouin zone. A band extremum at M would by symmetry involve a
third component U3 of the deformation potential, which could account for
an electronic contribution to C44. The measured data of C44 versus
Fa(T), however, do not fit a straight line. In order to explain the non-

linear behavior of C44 (F a) one has to introduce additional effects,
such as change in the density of states by a planar shear strain.

Another difficulty lies in the discrepancy between the Cll-Values
from the two types of measurement in the temperature range between 44°

and 62°K. Critical fluctuations can be excluded from the explanation
since the temperature range is too big. Plotting both series of data in

a C11(Fa) dlagram gives a s_raight line in both cases with a slope ratio
of 0.68, which is close to L/3. In the framework of the present theory

this would indicate a spontaneous decrease in the product N U2(1-a) forO
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uuiaxial extension (and compression) along one of tlle cubic (100)-
directions at a temper_:_.'re of about 62°K. A careful examination of the
curves of the magnetic susceptibility versus temperature (ref. 31) also
shows that a deviation of the measurements from the simple Fa(T)-

• dependence exists at temperatures around 62°K. It is quite feasible L,

that already at TN3 62°K some kind of transformation starts which
affects the electronic band structure, but which does not lead to a

' measurable change in the unit cell dimensions. Perhaps shifts of atoms

within the unit cell are responsible for it. At Tml 43°K the trans-
formation of the unit cell sets in, as observed by x-ray techniques
(ref. I), and also shows up as a peak in the specific heat (ref. 34).
Domain formation below T_t causes a hlgh ultrasonic attenuation, as is

observed for longitudinal waves in (lO0)-direction. The assmapti_, of a
reduction of NnU2(1-a) by 32Z causing a similar reduction in the elastic

modulus C12 , leads to a vanishing of CII-C12 at about Tml = 43°K. The
, question still remains as to why ultrasonic measurements in the

(ll0)-directlon lead to a different transformation temperature

_ of Tm2 _ 40°K. A possible answer is that in the pre-transformed state

_- between Tm3 = 62"K and Tml - 43°K the sample is already tetrasonal and
_ elastic theory of a tetragonal crystal has to be applied. Depending

upon orientation, the value of Cll inferred from measurements in a
cubic [ll0]-directlon lle8 between the limits

ClI + C33 C44 - C66

Cll-C44+C66 and 2 2

i In the case of a measurement in the cubic (100)-dlrecclon the
pressure

applied by the electrodes enforces a particular orientation of the

tetragonal c-axis and the measured elastic modulus is either C33 or ell.

From the measured elastic modull the Debye temperature was
calculated, using the averaging procedure by Qulmbey and Sutton (ref. 36).

Results above the transformation temperature are plotted in Fig. C-7 by

a solid llne. Be)ow Tm the Debye temperature was derived from

calculated values of C11 and C12.

A decrease in sound velocity on going to low temperatures haa been

_ observed in other Isostructural compounds: Single crystals of V3SI3 and

polycrystalllne samples of Nb3AI and V3Ga (ref. 27). All these
materials belong to the A15 structure type and have superconducting

transition temperatures above 14oK. In the polycrystalllne specimen a I
shear-wave velocity averaged over all orientations was measured, which I

decreased by 2 to 4 g. In some respects, the results on V3Si resemble
out findings for Nb3Sn. There are_ however, several salient differancee_

The modulu8 Cll - C12 does not go to sets or very low values at Tm -
• 20.5°K but stays at a constant value for several degrees and then drops

again. Also Cll and C12 are not r_stored to their lattice part values
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_ Figure C-7. Apparen_ Oebye 0 vs. T ca_cuZated from eZastio constants.

near T = OOK. Evaluating the data of Testardl et.al, by Eqs. (C-l) and

(C-2) gives a defotmatlon potential U of about half the value of Nb3Sn.
Extrapolatlng the straight line to CII-C12 = 0 leads to a Fa (T)_I, ,.
T_OOK, in contrast to the behavior of _3Sn. The tetragonal deforma-

tlon of V3SI is of opposite sign =ompared to Dro3Sn; so below Tm the pair
2

of sub-bands with a density of states equal to _ NO is lower in energy

and has the Fermi level in it. Finally, the shear modulus C44 varies

very slowly with temperature, being in better agreement with the model
. of noninteractlng chains of transition metals.

D. SUMMARY

The temperature behavior of the elastic properties of single-

. crystal niobium stannlde has considerably changed after annealing and

making the crystal "visibly" (by means of x-rays) transforming. From
: all the elastic moduli, determined by sound-veloclty measurements in a

cubic (llO)-dlrectlon, a transformation temperature of Tm = (49 + 0.5)°K
is derived which is in reasonable agreement with structure observed in

the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility, but which

I disagrees with the temperature 43°K given by Mailfert et.al. (ref. I)

for the structure transformation observed by x-rays. The measured data

of Cll and C12 fit well into the theory by Cohen et.al. (ref. 23) based
on the fact of a Jump in the electronic density of staces near the Fermi

level and the interaction of such a band configuration with elastlc

strains. The shear modulus 044, however, although monotonically
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decreasing toward low temperatures, does not fit quantitatively into
the theory.

Because of the close connection between the elastic properties and
the behavior of the conduction electrons, ultrasonic studies are a

valuable tool in the investigation of the electronic structure of Nb3Sn
and similar materials and will hopefully lead to a better understanding

, of the superconducting properties.
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"5/70-30793
APPENDIX D*

SPECIFIC HEAT AND THE LATTICE TRANSFORMATION IN Nb3Sn

L. J. Vieland and A. W. Wicklund

, Nb3Sn(T c - 18°K) belongs to the E-tungsten class of intermetallic
compounds, many members of which are superconductors with transition

temperatures among the highest known. Since the discovery by Batterman

and Barrett (ref. 12) of a lattice transformation in V3Si(T, - 170K7
from a low temperature tetragonal phase to the E-tungsten (cublc)
structure at Tm_ 25°K, much interest has been focused on the nature of

the transformation and its connection, if any, with high Tc super-

conductivity. Ultrasonic measurements on single crystal V3Si (ref. 377
and Nb3Sn (ref. 18) reveal an anomalous lattice softening with
decreasing temperature, the elastic constant for the shear mode corres-

ponding to the tetragonal distortion [(CII-C12)/2] approaching zero near
Tm. However, not all samples transform, and the apparent vanishing of

: the soft-shear mode is not a sufficient condition for the development
of the tetragonal phase. X-ray results suggest that the transformation

is of second order for both V3Si (ref. 12) and Nb3Sn (ref. 17, there

being no observable thermal hysteresis. For Nb3Sn , Tm " 43°K, and the
tetragonallty (c/a-17 is 2.2 times as great, and of opposite sign, to

that of V3Si.

We have measured the specific heat of several samples of Nb3Sn over
the range 25o to 80°K, using the heat-pulse tec|mlque in a calorimeter
of conventional design. Tempotature was measured with a Pt resistance
thermometer with calibration traceable to the National Bureau of

Standards. The specific heat of the calibrated addendum amounted to

1/4-3/4 of the total specific heat ,or the various samples. The data

are shown in Fig. D-1. The solid circles (sample I) are for a high-
purity polycrystalline boule of vapor-grown material (ref. 2), with a

relatively broad superconducting transition extending from 17.75 ° to

18.00°K, while the crosses represent data on a sample of slntered
Nb3Sn (PS-I) exhibiting a sharp transition at 18.1"K. Below 43°K and

above 59OK, the results for the two specimens were indistinguishable.

While the absence of a specific heat peak for PS-I suggests that this

sample does not undergo a transformation, at least over the range of the
measurement, it should be borne in mine that x-ray diffraction patterns

: for sintered Nb3Sn have been reported to exhibit llne broadening at
low temperatures (T % 350K) (ref. 12).

L. J. Vieland and A. W. Wicklund, Sol. St. Comm. _, 37 (1969).
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Figure O-1. Speoifio heat of three aampZes of Nb$Sn: Ij high pumity

vapor gro_r_orya_al; PS-I, 81ntered material; IT, vapor-
grown 8inglo oryotal showin_ a _attioe _ransformat_on by

x-z_z_s at. 2rn - 45°K.

The inset shows the behavior over the entire ranse for sample 1,
tosether with data fe¢ the annealed sinBle crystal on which elastic
constant measuremer.ts have been made* (sample II). The position of the
peak for this specimen is consistent with Tm determined from x-ray data
on material from the same boule. In spite of the small sample size for
II, and the larse addendum eorreccLon, the difference in the specific
heat of samples I and II in the cubic state is thousht to lie ouCs2de
experimental error.
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According to the theory of Labbd and Frledel (ref. ii), the
transformation is of the Jahn-Teller type, in which the threefold

degeneracy of the orthogonal d sub-bands, arising from interaction along
the transition metal chains in the 8-W structure, is removed by the

strain accompanying the cubic to tetragonal transition. Cohen et.al.
(ref. 23), retaining this basic idea, developed a model based on a

particularly simple density of states (step function), which greatly
, facilitates calculation, and applied it with notable success to the

temperature dependence of the elastic constants, resistivity, and

magnetic suseeptibillty of cubic Nb3Sn. In this model, the Fermi level
in the cubic state at 0°K lles a small distance kTo from the edge of a

narrow band of constant density of =cares No, the density of states out-
side this band being sNO where s is a small number [0.04]. Under the
tetragonal distortion one sub-band edge shifts in energy A = UE, and the

two sub-bands belonging to the orthogonal Nb chains shift by -A/2, where
c is the strain, e = 2/3(c/a-l), and U the deformation potential. The

' elastic constants CII and _CII-C12)/2, are proportional to the
coefficients of the leading terms in the free-energy expansion with
respect to the appropriate strain, and are found to vary linearly with

the value of the Fermi ftmctlon at the band edge Fs(T) , given closely

/ -To/Z

at low temperatures (T < Tm) by F_(T) ffi [l-e ) . Higher order
terms in the expansion in tetragonal straiXn near Tm, 6F = A_ 2 + Be3 +
Ce4, are given by B = (-A/6) (I-Fs)(U/kT) and C - (-A/'I6)(I-F_)(U/kT)2,

where A - -No(I-a)U2F=/4. The strain at any temperature can be obtained
from the conditions of minimum free energy,

6

6 - (2/3Fo){Fo(q + 6)-F(n - _)),

and particle conservation,

6

3To/T = Fo(rl + 6)+2Fo(n - _-),

[a may be safely taken to be zero below Tm] , where 6 = IU_/kTI,
= EF/kT, F (x) = in(l+eX), and Fo is the-value of Fs at the temperature

T' where CI[=C12. The model gives th3 following picture of the trans-
formation: there is a strongly first-order phase change a few degrees

above T', with a spontaneous st:ain £f E(Tm) - -B/2C = -4kTm/3O, and a

latent heat Q - -T_(AF)/gT_,(4/9)NokZTmTo[I-Fa(Tm)]. The negative
strain [c/a < I, as observed for Nb3Sn], arises from the fact that for

To/Tm not too large, B and C are both positive and large compared to

:: the lattlce contributions. (The case of V3Si is not clear cut, since the
F

/
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lattice cJntribution to B is negative, and of the order of the electronic

term). The strain varies approximately as (Tm-T)I/4 over a large

temperature range, saturating at _(0°K) - -2kTo/_oU. At 0°K the
electronic contribution to the free-energy is linear in ¢, the elastic
constants thereby being fully restored to their "lattice" (T - _)

values, and the density of states at the Fermi level is 1/3 that in the
cubic state.

Recent acoustic measurements on sample II* show the soft-shear mode

vanishing linearly with Fu at T' - 49.7°K, and TO = 80"K. Using these
results, and taking No = 5.6 states/eV-atom (see below), we have cal..
culated the specific heat for both the tetragonal and cubic states, as

shown in Fig. D-2. Of particular interest is the fact that the

calculated peak height at Tm is in good agreement with experiment, while
the latent heat, _ l.bJ, is not observed. Since the latent heat is the

change in energy associated with a spontaneous strain of c(Tm)/c(0 °) -
' (2/3)(TmFo/T o) = .35, and a strain of this size is observed by x-rays

very close (<I°K_ to Tm (ref, I), we conclude that the absence of a

latent heat cannot be due to smearing of the transition as a result of
domain formation. The phase transformation occurs at a temperature

substantially lower than predicted and c?pears to be second order**.

From the resolution of the peak for sample I, which was studied in

greatest detail, we estimate that the maximum latent heat that might

have escaped detection is of the order of O.03J/g-atom, about 2% of the
theoretical value.

A second difficulty arises from the fact that we failed to detect

the expected change in No accompanying _he transformation. The phonon

enhanced density of states used in the calculation, (NO - 5.6/eV-atom),
can be obtained independently from susceptibility measurements above

60°K (ref. 31), after correction for coulomb and phonon interaction

terms (ref. 38), and from specific heat measurements below 25°K on
slntered material (ref. 39). If we assume that the sintered material

is _n the cubic brats, it is difficult to explaln the observation that

Tc and &C/Tc are virtually the same as for tetragonal (ref. 39) material,
If, on the other hand, we adopt the point of view that all material is

in some similar non-cublc configuration near Tc, then the apparent
agreement between the densities of states inferred from susceptibility

and specific-heat meaqurements cannot be reconciled with the model.

W. Rehwald, to be published. The thermometers used in the acoustic

and specific heat measurements have been checked directly against
each other, and found to differ by less than I°K over the entire
range of interest.

Domain formation might, however, be responsible for the observation

of a specific heat (quasi) discontinuity, rather than a singularity.
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Figure O-,?.. Calculated excess normal state eZectronic specific heat

of transforming Nb$Sn based on the model of Cohen et.

al. (ref. 23). CL is the lattice specific heat in the

cubic state. T' is the temperature at which G11 = C12,

Tm the observed transformation temperature, by both
x-ray and specific heat measurements.

In spi_ _ of these problems, the calculated strain near the trans-

formation 8" 5he temperature dependence of the strain _re in good
agreement with x-ray data. Using the value of Nofl-a)U _ = 7.86 x
].012dyne/cm 2 from sound velocity measurements, the deformation
potential is found to be U = 4.1eV. From the resuZ: ¢(O°g_ = =2kT /

F U we obtain the tetragonality o - a/c-I - 0.0063, ._'remarkable o

a_reement with the x-ray value, o - 0.0062.
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APPENDIX E*

EFFECT OF UNIAXIAL STRESS ON THE SUPERCONDUCTING TRANSITION

TEMPERATURE OF MONOCRYSTALLINE Nb3Sn

J. P. McEvoy

/

A. INTRODUCTION

Recent work has shown that many normal-state properties of Nb3Sn and

other 8-tungsten superconductors can be explained on the basis of a

simple density of states model (refs. 23,40)• These include the tempera-
ture dependencies of the electrical resistivity, paramagnetlc

susceptibility, and the elastic constants. In addition the model relates

the tetragonal transition tc observed properties of the cubic phase of

Nb3Sn-particularly the temperature at which the tetragonal transition
occurs, Tm, as well as the magnitude and sign of the tetragonal
distortion (refs. 40,1). The success of the model in both the cubic and

tetragonal forms of the normal state of Nb3Sn as well as V3Si suggeuts
that it may be applicable to the superconducting state as well. The

present paper compares experimental results for the shift in the super-

conducting transition (Tc) under unlaxlal stress to the pzedlctlons of the
density of states model.

Measurements of the superconducting transition temperature have been

made as a function of uniaxial stress, _, along the (i00) direction on a

slngle crystal of Nb3Sn that has been prevlously shown by x-ray analysls
to undergo a tetragonal transition at 43°K (ref. 1). Large displacements

of the tranrltion temperature are observed. However, the relatively

sl,arp zero-'.ress transition is broadened considerably under stress, and
the resultb are dependent on the stress applied to the crystal as it is

cooled through Tm. A systematl explanation of this hysteresis, as well
as the broadening, can be made if it is assumed that: I) in the

tetragonal state the crystal is made up of domains with variable
orientation of the "c" axli as well as untransformed (cubic_ material

in the boundaries between the domain and 2) the distribution and

orientation of the,domalns depends on the applied stress when the

crystal cools through Tm

According to the density of sta_es model, a uniaxial stress on a

single crystal of tetragonal Nb3Sn along the (i00) direction should
reduce the effective density of states and strongly depress the super-

conducting transition temperature (ref. 41)• A preliminary calculation,

* To be published - Proceedings of Conference on Science of Super-

conductivity, Stanford, Cal., 1969,

6O
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based on physical parameters determined in Lhe normal cubic state,

predicts that for Nb3Sn

!_g Tc = -2 x 10-4 at. -I

, This result is of the order to 2000 times larger than that observed in

pure transition metals such as Nb (ref. 42), and its verification should

provide a crucial test of the theory. Although the broadening of the

transition, as well as the hysteresis, complicates the interpretation of

the present experiment, if the assumption is m_de that the largest shift

observed corresponds to tetragonal domains prop=L_y oriented ("c" axis

along the (i00) direction) one obtains for the stress dependence of T
the value c

log Tc = -0.5 x 10 -4 at. -I

In view of the small domains in our sample this discrepancy of only a

factor of four is very persuasive. We feel that when proximity effects

between domains and domain walls are properly taken into account this

agreement w_ll be much improved.

B. APPARATUS

The basic experimental problem was to determine the transltion

temperature of a specimen which is 4 mm in height and i0 mm 2 in area

while squeezing it on two flat faces. The specimen was mechanically

polished, nickel-plated and indium-soldered between 0.001 in. copper

foils before being inserted between two polished-pyrex rods which

transmit the applied stress. The copper foils ale soldered to a small

copper block which is in thermal contact wlth a calibrated germanium

resistance thermometer end a 500-ohm manganian heater. A 0,02 in. mylar

sheet was insterted between the sample and the pyrex blocks to aid in

obtaining uniform pressure. The transition temperature was me sured by

recording the inductance of a flat coll made up of 1200 Lurns of #50 wire

surrounding the specimen. The inductance of the toll was measured by

an Anderson i_uctance bridge operated at 2000 Hz. At the supercon-

ducting transition the inductance change was of the order of 7%. A

schematic of the sample holder is shown in FiM. E-I.

Initially, point measurements were made as the temperature was i

varied through the superconducting transition. A typical set of data

points shown in Fig. E-2 required three to four hours to complete. Since

it be&ame apparent that the transition depends not ol. y on the applied
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Figure E-I. Sample holder.

' stress, but also on the previous history of the specimen, it was advan-

tageous to continuo,sly monitor the inductance change, A PAR HR-8 Lock-
In Detector was used to detect the off-balance signal from the bridge

and the increase change directly recorded on an x-y recorder against a

voltage proportional to the temperature, A block diagram of the system
is shown in _ig. E-3.

"z_eapplied st=ess was generated by a screw-advance device which

transmits the force through a steel wire to the pyrex blocks. A spring
gauge calibrated in 0.2 ib steps (0-i00 Ibs) was used to measure the

= applied force, For the area of the crystal the maximum stress was

400 arm. (I ib _ 4 atm.). These components are shown in Fig. E-4. The
sample was isolated from the bath by a vacuum can sealed by a copper-
to-copper cone-and-socket joint sealed with silicone vacuum grease. All

leads were heat slnked to 4.2°K as shown in Fig. E-5. Temperature

control at 18°K with a resolution of one millldegree was realized with a

partial pressure of two microns as measured at room-temperature.

C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Perhaps the clearest experimental results are those taken on a

sample cooled through Tm under zero-applied stress as shown in Fig. E-6.
As shown in the figure, different parts of the sample have different
sensitivity to the applied stress. The existence of at least two-

tetragonal orientations in the cubic single crystal as wel] as the
possibility of untransformed material between the domains can account

for the effective increase of the transition width under stress. From

the theory (ref. 41) we expect the shift in Tc to be a maximum for that
portion of the specimen which has the lowest Tc initially (i.e., alJ._ned

.: domains) and a minimum for the portion of the crystal with the highest

_. 62
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F_._ure E-3. Block diagram of continuous method for
monitoring inductance change.
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Figure E-5. Detail of vacuum can, thermal sink,

and 8tress application.

\ Tc (unaligned domains or possibly cubic material). In Fig. E-6 thcee
Tc

values of _---_-_re shown which differ by as much as an order of magni-

tude. The maximum shift has been taken to represent the effect of an

applied stress on material whose "c" axis is oriented in the (I00)

direction, and it is this value that has been compared to the theoretical

prediction of the density of states model. It is interesting to note

that results similar Lo Fig. E-6 were obtained by Weger ct.al, on V3Si, (ref. 43).

A second experiment which supports t_ above interpretation

involves heating the specimen above the temperature Tm under applied
stress. It is expected from the previous discussions and simple

thermodynamic arguments that the domain distribution and orientation, as

65 _
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WARMUP (T >Tin)
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' A: 400 At
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¢
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, _ COOL DOWN:r,OAt

I- D: 1""OAt
Z

_J

, \
_ ii

1 .... i I I
17.0 17.3 17.6 179

T(eK)

Figure E-6. Superconducting transition with applied uniaxial 8tress.

Sample cooled through Tm in the absence of stress-

stress applied at T_IB*K.

well as the amount of untransformed material would be dependent on the

applied stress at Tm, and hence a shift in the zero stress superconduc-

ting transition would result. This second experiment is shown in
Fig. E-7. The sample was heated to approximately IO0°K and the aT?lied

stress was increased to 400 arm. After cooling through T_, plots of the
superconducting transition were taken as the stress _-asreduced from
400 arm. (curve A) to 200 atm. (curve B) and then to zero (curve C).
Thes_ results were similar to those shown in Fig. E-6 in that only a

portion of the crystal was affected by the changing stress. A striking

difference in this experiment is the shift in the zero stress transition
temperature (_ 0.25°K) from that shown in Fig. E-6. This shift is

further shown by curve D of Fig. E-7, which was obtained in the same

run, by h_ating the sample and cooling through Tm under zero stress, and

which is identical and reproducible within experimental error to the

similar curve shown i_ Fig. E-6. The theoretical work of Cohen (ref. 41)
suggests that the more tetragonal the specimen is made the lower the

transition temperature, and this vJew is strikingly confirmed by the

results shcwn in Fig. E-7.
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WARMUP(T>Tm)
COOL DOWN : 1"=O At

A: T= 0 atm.
B: Tt 200 arm.

--_T ,I. IxlO'3*K Af C: V=400 atm.r

__. ,.55xI0"s *K
z

E

"J -_T =O'IxlO'SeK At'l-"
t

i I_,0 I I17,3 I'/'.6 1").9
T (*K)

Figure E-7. Superconducting transition wi_h applied uniaxial etress.
Sample cooled down from 200°}(,to T>28°K with T = 400 ate.
curves Aj Bj and C. Curve D presents data in the

so_e run, where the swnple has been cooled through Tm
to T_IB°K with T=O arm.

The present measurements are only partially understood at present,
and requir_ further research. It is clear that stress measurements

,, provided a powerful tool for the investigation of superconducting
properties of cubic and tetragonal Nb3Sn.
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APPENDIX F_

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY AND THE DENSITY OF STATES
MODEL FOR BETA-TUNGSTEN COMPOUNDS*

R. N. Cohen, G. D. Cody, and L. J. Vieland

i

A. INTRODUCTION

In the field of superconductivity, it is of prime importance to
determine the cause(s) of the observed high-transltlon temperatures in

the B-tungsten compounds and to utilize this knowledge, if possible, to

exceed the present maximum Tc of about 21°K. In approaching the probJem
of the transition temperature, it can be assumed that there is little

hope unless an understanding is achieved of the anomalous normal-state

' properties(ref. 44) of these materials with particular attention to the

cubic-tetragonal lattice trane_ormation(refs. 12,1). Recently, Ptten-
tion has been focused on a unique structure in the electronic density of ------
states for these matezlals as the source of their unusual normal-state

properties, and models have been developed which permit the correlation

of this structure with hlgh Tc. The Labbe-Frledel-Bari_ic(refs. 11,45)
model used a one-dlmenslonal (3 independent degenerate sub-bands)

tlght-blndlng calculation to obtain a density of states in energy N(E)
for electrons with d-llke character which has singularities at the band

edges and a gradually decreasing N(E) as one proceeds away from the
band edge. This model can account for the tetragonal transformation

in V3SI and Nb3Sn. The authors further proposed(tel. 45) that the high

Tc's in these materials result from the same source, i.e., the place-
ment of the Fermi level in a high denslty-of-states region near a band
edge. It was later shown(refs. 23,24,40) that slngularltles in N(E)

are not necessary in o_der to explain the anomalous normal-state proper-
ties, but that the idea of independent d-sub bands is essential.

It is possible to explain a wide variety of experimental results in

both the hlgh-temperature cubic and low-temperature tetragonal lattice

phases using slmple rectangular energy bands(refs. 23,24,40) with Just

Proceedinss of the Third Materials Research Symposium on the
Electronic Density of States (National Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg, Maryland, Nov. 1969_ to be published.
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three important band-structure parameters obtained from experiment. The

results of calculations using this simple model are often in simple

analytic form ano are surprisingly successful in quantitatively under-

standing the experimental data. Indeed the success of this model

suggests its use in an attempt to calculate Tc from the basic para-
meters of the normal state.

The usual calculations of superconducting transition temperatures

require detailed information about the phonon specerum, the Fermi sur-

face, and the electron-phonon coupling(ref. 46). Such information is

clearly not available for the high Tc 8-tungsten superconductors, so

that accurate calculations of Tc are not yet possible. However, as noted
above, our analyses of the normal-state properties of these materials

has led to an experimentally determined set of parameters that can be

used in a flrst-prlnciples calculation of Tc. The primary assumption is
that the predominant contribution to the electron-phonon interaction is

between d-band particles and acoustic phonons via a simple deformation-

potential matrix element. With this assumption, simple analytic expres-

sions for the effective electron-electron coupling constant % and the

transition temperature can be obtained. The quantities A and Tc can
then be computed using parameters determined only from an analysis of

the temperature-dependent elastic constants(refs. 23,40). Although

such an approach, admittedly, is over simplified, we believe that it

contains the essential ingredients of the problem of superconductivity

in these materials. It enables us to establish, in a simple way, the

relation between high Tc superconductivity and the cublc-tetragonal
lattice tlansformatlon.

In Part B below, we sketch the important aspects of the electronic

band-structure model for 8-W superconductors. In the next section we

derive expressions for Tc and I and relate the magnitude of _ to the

condition for the existence of the lattice transformation from the high-

temperature cubic to the low-temperature tetragonal phase. The effect

of the tetragonal transformation on the Tc'S of V3Si and Nb3Sn ;s dis-
cussed and compared to the results of previous work. In a _inal-ctlon,
we enumerate our conclusions.

8. THE MODEL DENSITY OF STATES

We present here the important aspects of the model electronic

density of states. This model has been successful in explaining for
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Nb3Sn and V3Si (where data are available)(refs. 23,24,40,48)* the be-
havior of the elastic constants and magnetic susceptibility in both the
cubic and tetragonal-lattice states, the magnitude of the tetragonal-

lattice distortion, the temFerature dependence of the electrical resis-

tivity, the acoustic attenuation, and the low-temperature specific heat.

As is usur_ in the case of transition metals, the relevant elec-

tronic-band structure is presumed to consist of a narrow, high density-

of-states a band overlapping a wide low density-of-states s-band. The
additional assumption is made that the d-band is almost entirely empty

(or filled) so that the Fermi level at T = O°K would occupy a position

E = EF(O) = kBT o _ 102°K, very close to the d-band edge E = 0. Over the
energy range of interest (< I03°K), the density of electronic states

N(E) is regarded as constant both above and below the d-band edge. For

the purpose of calculating the superconducting transition temperature,
we shall assume that only the d-band carriers contribute to supercon-

, ductivity, so that we may ignore the s-band entirely. We consider, with-

out loss of generality, the case of a nearly empty band. The density of v
electronic states for electrons of one spin in the cubic-lattice state,
including all interaction effects, is written in the form

N(E) - No, E > 0

(F-2.1)

=0 , E<0.

The density of states in the cubic state is shown in Fig. F-l(a). In

order to deal with the effect of homogeneous uniaxial strains Eli direct-
ed along the crystallographic axes i (i = 1,2,3), we follow Labb_ and

Friedel(ref. ii) and assume that the d-band consists of three independent

equal contributions (sub-bands) arising from the chains of the B-tungsten
lattice. Because of the assumed independence of the sub-bands, under a

uniaxial strain directed along a slngle-transltlon metal chain, only the
sub-band associated with that chain is perturbed. The shift of the sub-

band i under tllestrain cii is given by

6Ei = U¢il (F-2.2)

,
Since Nb3AI does not display the same kind of anomalous behavior as

Nb3Sn and V3Si (ref. 47), we do not believe the approach presented here
applies to this material. On the other hand, since the magnetic suscep-

tibility of V3Ga is extremely temperature dependent (ref. 19), we have

reason to believe that V3Ga can be treated by the present theory.

70
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Figure Y-!. The density of states configuration in (a) the
cubic lattice state and (b) the tetragonal

lattice p}_se with the sense of _o correspond-

ing to that for Nb3Sn. At T = O°K, the Fermi

energy EF = kBT_ in the cubic state and EF

(-Uco + 3kBTJ in the tetragonal state. The
sub-band displacement at T = O°Y Uc_/kn = 2T_

[1-exp(-To/T m) ]-I. For NbsSn, TO =_8O_K,

Tm = 43°K, and U = 4.1 eV, so that Ueo/k B = 190°K
_ _ = 4 0 x 10-3

where U is a deformation potential. Thas, in the tetragonal-lattice

state in whJch the spontaneous strains are ¢ii = - Co(T) and _22 = c33

- _ Eo(T) , the positions of the sub-band edges are2

71
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6E1 =-UEo(T)

(F-2.3)
1

_E 2 = _E 3 = _ UCo(T)

The density of states in the tetragonal state is shown in Fig. F-l(b)

for the case _ (T) > 0 (the case of Nb3Sn)., o

The experimental quantities which will concern us in superconduc-

tivity calculations arc the temperature-dependent elastic constants CII(T)

and CI2(T) and the sub-band displacement Ueo(T ) . These quantities have
been calculated in previous work(refs. 23,40), and we merely state the

results here. In the cubic-lattice state, which exists above a lattice-

transformation temperature T , we havem

CII (T)_CI2 (T) = 2- _ NoU2[l-exp(-To/T(] + AII-AI2 (F-2.4a)

= 4 NoU2[l_exp(_ToCII (T) - _ /T)] + All , (F-2.4b)

where All and AI2 are temperature-independent core contributions to C11

and C12, respectively. The quantities NoU2 , All, AI2 and To can be de-
termined by fitting the above expressions to experimental data. As can

be seen from Eq. (F-2.4a), the quantity [CII(T ) - CI2(T)] decreases with
decreasing temperature. If the condition

3 NoU2 > (All -AI2) (F-2.5)

is obeyed, the quantity (CII-C12), which represents the restoring force
against a tetragonal transformation, will vanish at a finite temperature.

The lattice then transforms to a stable tetragonal phase, the sense of

the t_ansformation (the sign of e ) being determined by the higher ordero
elastic constants. The transformation is predicted to be first order,

occurring at a temperature Tm which is slightly higher than the tempera-

ture at which (CII-C12) extrapolates to zero. We shall ignore this

small temperature difference (about 2°K for Nb3Sn [Tm _ 43°K]) and de-
fine Tm by setting the right side of Eq. F-2.4a) equal to zero:

l

l-exp(-To/T m) = 3 (AII-AI2)/2N U2. (F-2.6)o

72 ;'
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At temperatures below Tm, the spr _taneous tetragonal distortioi_ eo(T )

grows rapidly, and the elastic constants Cii are soon restored to their
lattice values A_(refs. 24,48). The value_ of the sub-band displace-

ment at T = O°K _r go > 0 (Nb3Sn) and eo < 0 (V3Si) are given by the
expressions

Ueo(O) = 2_To[l-exp(-T /T )]-i (N_3Sn) (F-2.7a)' 0 m '

= -kBT° [l-exp (-TolTm) ]-i. (V2Si) (F-2.7b)

Even for fairly large reduced temperatures T/Tm _ 0.7, the results
(F-2.7) are good approximations for the spontaneous strains. Thus,

given the expressions (F-2.3) for the various sub-band displacements

• and the result (F-2.7), we can determine the Fer" i level position in

relation to the various sub-band edges. This is shown in Fig. F-lb.

The various energies at T = O=K are given in the figure caption. It is

noteworthy that at sufficiently low temperatures the final density of

1 for Nb3Sn (_ N for V3Si).states is _ NO o

C. CALCULATION OF T FOR 6-W SUP[-RCONDUCTORS
C

I. Formalism and Assumptions

In order to treat superconductivity in these materials, we shall

make certain reasonable simplifying assumptions that will allow us to

give estimates of Tc from the elastic properties alone and to pinpoint

the parameters which control Tc. First, we shall assume that the first
order process for virtual phonon exchange is the essential interaction

_ for superconductivity*. We shall also assume that the d-electrons are

If the effective Fermi energy To is actually of the order of or smaller
than the important r_honon energies, it is possible that _e first order

process may not be sufficiently accurate for strong coupiing supercon-

ductors (ref. 49). However, it is possible to treat (ref. 50) the effect
of higher o_der processes involving strong attractive interactions whose
range in momentum space is greater than the Fermi momentum. It is found

that the effect of these processes, in the t matrix approximation, is

only to renormalize the pre-exponential factor in the expression for T .
We =ball ignore this effect, c
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prit_ ily responsible for superconductivity. The large penetration

depths(ref. 51) and small coherence lengths* in these materials are

justifications for this assumption. We treat each sub-band _eparately;
each sub-band has its own energy-gap parameter and density-of-states

function. In the Nambu(ref. 52) formalism, the self energy Zi of an
electrcn in sub-band i is

(2_)3 T n,jrdgjZ,(k')"[3_ZIMij(q,l)i2d(q,%) (F-3.1)

In the above equation, gj(k') is the temperature dependent propagator for

quasi-, .ticles of 4-momentum k' = (_', im') in sub-band j, and d(q,%)

' is the propagator for phonons of 4 momentum q E (q,,l_-l_'). The matrix

element Mij(q,_) is the electron-phoncn coupling for transferring a
quasi-partlcle from sub-band i to j using a phonon (q,A). The _i are

the Pauli spin matrices (with To the unit matrix), and all frequencies
have the discrete values m = _T (2n + i) with n integral (we use units

where h = kB = i). We have, temporarily, ignored the Coulomb repulsion.
Nambu's ansatz for the self energy is

li(k) = i_(l-Zi(k)T ° + xiCP)r3 + _i(k)_ I. (F--3.2)

Here xi(k)/gi(k) is the contribution of Eq° (F-3.1) to the quasi-particle

energy and _i(k)/Zi(k) is the energy-gap parameter. The quasi-particle
Green's function at T is given byc

i_Zi(k)T ° + _i(k)T 3 + _i(k)Tl

gi(k) = , (F-3.3)

(i_Zi(k))2 - _2(k)

where the energy _i(k) is written in the form

£i(k) = e(k) + Xl(k). (F-3.4)

In Eq. (F-3.4), ¢(k) is the quasi-partlcle energy without including
r_norzallzatlon effects, measured from the unrenormallzed Fermi energy. _

the phonon propagator, we use that of bare phonons of frequency _ :
q

*The coherence length is estimated to be approximately 130 _. This ,l

-_ estimate Is arrived at using the penetration depth given in (ref. 51)

and the Ginzburg-Landau parameter K = 21.7 (ref. 4).
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2_

d (q,%) -- q (F-3.5)2 2

(i_ - it') - _q

In order to evaluate the functions Z, X and $, we employ the method

of Koonce and Cohen(ref. 53), valid for the __ase where the Fermi energy

is larger or of the order of the important phonon energies. We first

perform the sum on n' in Eq. (F-3.1) where the functions Zj(k'), ×j(k')

and Sj(k') are considered to be independent of _'. Performing the sum
using the Poisson summation formula and requiring the self-consistent

condition that the r3 and T I components of li(k) be independent of _ and

TO component be proportional to _ [16], we find

1 _ Zi _ fd_' IMij (q'_'2

_- " d i

(2_)3 Z_ sgn $_ d_j mq + l_jl (F-3.6a)

d_' IMij (q'_) 12 sgn

- ' ,cq)....i

In Eqs. (F-3.6), Zi - Z_(k), Z' ---Zj(k'), etc., Ai = _ilZi, Be = Tc -I

f(_]) is the Fermi funcEion, a_nd

_j = _j/Zj = Ej - EF(Tc) (F-5.7)

is the quasi-particle energy; the observed density of states refers to

the energies El. Thus, the functions Xi do nc _ appear expllcity in

Eqs. (F-3.6a) _nd (F-3.6c) for Zi and ki, so that for the purposes of

calculating Tc, it is not necessary to calculate the Xl. In deriving
Eqs. (F-3.6), we have ignored _he effect of real phonons, which are not

expected to be important at low temperatures Tc << _q. We have also re-

placed Z i and Xi by their T - 0°K values since these quantities do not

vary significantly in the temperature range T _ Tc.
s

?
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It is now necessary to make some statement about the matrix element

Mii(q,X ). We shall employ a deformatlon-potential matrix element for
longitudinal phonons(ref. 15):

IMij(q,X) i2 = q2U2/2pWqL for longitudinal phonons

= 0 for transverse phonons, (F-3.8)

where U is th_ deformation potential defined in Part B on page 69 and p

is the atomic-mass density. The actual matrix element is undoubtedly

reduced by screening(ref. 15), but Umklapp processes and a non-spherical

Fermi surface may bring in transverse phonons(ref. 15) and thereby in-
crease the effective interaction. Therefore, the errors involved in

using Eq. (F-3.8) tend to cancel and may permit Eq. (F-3.8) to give us a

rough picture of magnitude of the interaction. We shall also assume

, that this matrix element applie_ to both inter and intra-sub-band transi-

tions, a crucial assumption in considering the effect of the lattice

transformation on Tc. Next, for mqL we employ a Debye spectrum:

_qL = sLq' (F-3.9)

where sL is the longitudinal sound velocity which, at low temperatures,
is given approximately by(refs. 24, 8):

1

= AllsL ( /p) _ (F3-10)

byFinallY'theBSC-llkeWereplacemodelthedenominator D = (_q + I_I) -I in Eqs. (F-3.6)

D = (_qL)-± for l_ij < 8D

(F-3.11)

*o for i_l> 0D,I J I

where 8D is the Debye temperature. The choice of 8D as a cut-off energy

is reasonable since 8D is approximately equal to the average longitudinal
phonon energy. Using Eqs. (F-3.8) to (F-3.11) in Eqs. (F-3.6a) and

(F-3.6c) we find that Zi and Ai are constant and are given by

+ / -oo,+ +%)]
L

{:
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1 ,
&i = (AjU2/AllZi) I_jl ( OD d_:3 Nb(_])(1/2_ j) tanh _ Bc_j. (F-3.12b)

Here Nb(_j) is the "bare" density of states of sub-band J. The re-
normalized density of states N(_j), which was given in Part B above is

related to Nb(_j) through the formula

N(_j) = ZjNb(_j). (F-3.13)

2. T in the Cubic State

We first .=olve Eqs. (F-3.12) for the cubic state which will exist
, ac the lowest temperature if the inequality (F-2.5) does not hold. Here

the Ai and Zi = Z are the same for all sub-bauds, and we easily obtain

1

Z = i +2 I (F-3.14)

•
! I t+xTc --1.13 (SDTo) 2 exp --p, _,

(F-3.15)

/

where the effective electron-phonon coupling constant I is given by

1 NoU2/AII"l(l +_ _) = (F-3._6)

In Eq. (F-3.15), we have included the term _*, which represents the

Coulomb repulsion(ref. 54). In deriving Eq. (F-3.15) for Tc, we have

EF Tc ffi >> T .assumed Tc is sufficiently low so that ( ) _ TO c

Equations (F-3.14) and (F-3.15) are our equations for Z and Tc for
high Tc 8-W superconductors which are analogous to those of McMillan
(ref. 55) for ordinary superconductors. The reduction of (Z-l) by a

factor of two from the expression of McMillan results from the fact

that the band edge cuts of_ phonon interactions at energies below the

Fermi level. The factor T_ in the pre-exponential in Eq. (F-3.15) re-
o _ !

sults for the same reason. Note the predicted isotope effect Tc= M
1

instead of the usual M- 2 dependence. Equations (F-3.14) and (F-3.15)
would be of little use were it not for the fact that we can use Eq.

f
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(F-3.16) to estimate _ from quantities determlnea from the cubic state

elastic constants (Part B, rage 69). For example, if we apply our equa-

tions to transforming _o3Sn and V3Si , we find, respectively _, _ = 0.92,

Tc = 28°K and _ = 0.72, Tc = 21°K. Our values of _, calculated from
Eq. (F-3.16) are quite close to those given by McMillan(ref. 55) from

his equation for Tc. However, because of the difference between our
Eq. (F-3.15) for Tc and that of McMillan, there is only atl approximate

re]atlon between them. Our calculated value of Tc for V3Si is close to
the observed value of 17°K, whereas the computed value is about IO°K too

large for Nb3Sn. The significance of this discrepancy will be discussed
below when we calculate Tc for the tetragonal lattice configuration.

3. Relation of A to the Tetragona; Transformation

Using the foregoing results, we can easily relate the magnitude of

, the electron-phonon coupling _ to the condition for the existence of the

cublc-tetragonal lattice transformation. From Eqs. (F-2.5) and (F-3.16),

1 which holds for Nb3Snand noting the empirical relation* AI2 = _ All
and V3Si , we have immediately,

> 0.7 (F-3.17)

for a tetragonal transformation. Equation (F-3.17) illustrates the inti-

mate relation between high Tc'S and the lattice transformation; large %'s

favor high Tc'S but lead to the lattice instabilities.

4. Tc in the Tetragonal State

Let us now solve Eqs. (F-3.12) for the tetragonal lattice state of

V3Si and Nb3Sn and compare the results with those for the cubic state.

For transforming Nb3Sn, we use the value BD = 300°K (ref. 4). The
parameters obtained from elastic constant measurements (refs. 24, 48)

are To = 800K, and in units of 1012 erg-cm-3, NoU 2 = 7.86, All = 2.94

and AI2 = 0.84. For transforming V3SI, we use the values OD== 500°K,
TO = 75°K, and, in units of 1012 erg-cm-3, NoU2 = 6.33, All 3.22

and AI2 - 1.05. These parameters were obtained from an analysis of
the elastic constant data of (ref. 5). For both materials, we use the

value _* = 0.13 for the Coulomb pseudo-potential (ref. 55).
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For Nb3Sn the relevant density of states configuration Is shown in Fig.
F-lb. For our purposes, the T = 0"K values of the various energies

shown in the figure are sufficiently accurate. We find once agaln the
result

1

Zffil+_X

for all sub-bands. However, there are now two values of the energy gap,

i.e., the gap A1 for the single wldeaed sub-band and the gap _2 for the
two narrowed sub-bands. Equation (F-3.12b) is then actually two coupled

homogeneous algebraic equations for A1 and 42 . The transition temperature
is obtained by setting the determinant of the coefficients equal to zero.

1

If the enerBy difference (_ U¢o-E F) = 3To(exp(To/Tm)-l) -I >> To, we find

1

' Tc = 1.13 (eD/3To)_ eD[exp(To/Tm)-l]exp ._ _(__u,)_. (F-3.18)

1

The factor _ occurs in the denominator of the argument of the exponential

in Eq. (F-2.18) because the final density of states in the tetragonal

state of Nb3Sn is reduced to _ of the cubic state value._Note the large

predicted isotope effect in the tetragonal state Tc = M-4. Substituting

our values of the parameters for Nb3Sn , we compute Tc - 8°K, and the ,
e.,argy-gap parameters 41 and A2 differ by less than i%. A similar ca,-

' culation for V3Si yields Tc ffi20°K, close to the cubic state value. The

small difference in the cubic and tetragonal T^'s for V3Si results

= primarily from its low(ref. 12) Tm _ 22°K; at _c' the effective density
of states at the Fermi level is still large, so that the interaction
extends over roughly the same energy range in all sub-bands as it would
if the material were cubic.

Thus, we have the result that the approximations we have made work

well for V3Si; we calculate Tc'S close to the observed value and predict

little difference between the cubic and tetragonal Tc'S. On the other
hand, Nb3Sn is predicted to have a high Tc (28°K) in the cubic sta_u and

a relatively low one (8°K) in the tetragonal state. This is surprising
because we would expect our approximations to be either uniformly good
or uniformly bad for these materials. We believe that we have consider-

ably underesti=a_ed the tetragonal Tc for Nb3Sn. Evidence for this
exists in the low temperature susceptibility data which indicates a

fall-off of the final density of states to about 0.5 NO rather than !
NO. The value 0.5 NO is very close to the value predicted from the 3
band model if we employ the effective mass approxlmation(ref. 48)
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!

(N(E) *, E_) rather than rectangolar energy bands. The final density of

_t_it¢,_ {_ critlca] in determining Tc, sinre it uccurs in the exponential,

,;,_ that close agreement with the observed value of Tc is obtained if we
c.mpluy this modification to our model. On the other hand, we believe

that the ! [gurt, of 28°K for cubic Nb3Sn may actually represent the Tc
th4t this comp-und would L-ve if it did not first undergo a lattice

transformation. There is some experlmental(ref. 56) and other theoreti-

c_l(r¢_.f.57) =vidence that Nb3Sn ought to have a much higher Tc than
th_ obnerved 18"K. If we nr_ correct, it is then a simple matter to show
by _ calculatLon similar to that of McMillan(ref. 55) that the maximum

T,._c_urs for _ -- 4 and t.= 45°K for Nb3Sn and 40_K for V3Si. Thus, in

c,mtrast to McMiLlan, we find that Nb3Sn has an intrinsically higher Tc

thaz_ that of V3Si. Of course, our result rests on the assumptions we
h.'Ivemade Ln obtaLning our equations for Tc and _; of particular im-
portance 18 the assumption of equal intra and inter-sub-band coupling in

()urmodel. Labb_, Bari_Id, and Friedei(ref. 45) did not calculate the

dlf[erence in Tc in the two lattice states but felt that the difference
b,_tween them ought to be small because Tc in the cubic phase varies only

_Iowly with No in their model. The. experimental situation with regard
to the effect of the lattice transformation on Tc is not clear. A Nb3Sn
crymtal* which showed lattice softe_ing(ref. 18) but did not transform

according to x-ray measurements had a Tc only 0.20K larger than that for
a transforming crystal(ref. I). However, analysis of the elastic con-

slants** to obtain the quax_tlties in Eqs. (F-3.15) and (F-3.16) yields

the smaller computed values of % = 0.78 and T_ = 20°K, so that the

failure to realize a significantly higher Tc _n this particular non-
transforming crystal is understood. The situation is further complicated

by the fact that the tetragonal crystals of Nb3Sn are heavily twinned
(refs. 58,59), and the effect of the attendant internal strains is not
known.

D. CONCLUSIONS

The results presented here and in previous papers show that a

simple electronic density of states model can account for many properties

This crystal was found to contain 1.5% interstitial H.

For =his cryftal, analysis of the elastic constants reported in
(re_. 18) yields TO = 100°K, and, In units of 1012 erg-cm -3,

NoU_ = 6.46, All = 2.96, and AI2 = 0.90.
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of the normal tetragonal and cubic phases and the high Tc's of these
materials. Our approach to the density of states differs only in de-

tall from that of Labb_-Friedel-Bari_i@(refs. 11,45), although our model

gives better numerical agreement with mo_ of the experimental data(ref.

23). The present treatment of superconductivity differs considerably

from that of other authors(refs. 45,55,57) in that (a) we specifically

treat the effect of the tetragonal transformation and (b) attempt to

estimate the magnitude of the electron-phonon interaction from the

e]astic p_operties of the material.

Despite the success of the model, certain important questions re-

main to be answered. First, and perhaps most important, is it true that

transforming Nb3Sn would have a Tc of substantially higher than 18°K were
it not for the lattice transformation? This question can only be answer-

ed experimentally. The question which is most relevant to this confer-

ence is the re]ation of the model density of states to the actual band

structure in the vicinity of the Fermi surface. This question is very
difficult to answer because ordinary band calculations overlook struc-

ture on the energy scale that we have considered. If our success in

explaining the properties of these materials has a physical basis, then
the essential features of our model must result from a fundamentaJ

treatment of the 8-W compounds. The early pioneering calculation of

Matthei_(ref. 33) and the insights of Weger(ref. 60) and the Orsay

group(refs. 11,45) provide ti_efoundation for such a study. The techni-

cal and theoretical importance of understanding the source of high Tc'S
should provide sufficient motivation.
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APPENDIX G*

THE SYSTEM Nb3Sn 1.xSbx AND THE DENSITY OF STATES
MODEL FOR Nb3Sn

L. J. Vieland

i

A. INTRODUCTION

Labb_ and Friedel have shown(ref. II) that much of the anomalous

behavior of the high T , 6-tungsten superconductors can be understood

in terms of a band mod_l comprising two main features; a strongly

energy-dependent density of states within a few hundred degrees of the
Fermi level at 0°K, and a threefold degeneracy of the relevant d-band

which is removed by a low-temperature distortion from cubic to tetrag-

onal symmetry. Cohen et. al.(ref. 23) proposed a particularly simple

density of states representation (square band) which leads to striking
agreement between theory and experiment for most of the p_operties of

these unusual metals(refs. 23,40). However, the model is phenomenologi-
cal, and although some experimental observations remain unexplained

(ref. 40), its limitations are not clearly defined. The necessary fine
structure in the density of atates is not derivable from band structure

calculations, which are made on a relatively coarse energy scale.
Similarly_ direct observation of this structure by a technique such as

soft x-ray emission appears to be out of the question. One simple line

of attack which remains open is the classic method of effecting small

changes in electron concentration by means of doping, and correlating

these changes with suitable physical properties. The major premise of

the method is the validity of the rigid band approximation.

A convenient system to look at is the Nb3Sn-Nb3Sb pseudo-binary,
,, about which some useful information is already at hand(refs. 61-63). The

replacement of Sn by neighboring Sb in the periodic table should intro-

duce minimum perturbations other than the desired change in electron
concentration.

To be published, J. Phys. Chem. Sol., 1970.
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B. THEORY

The parameters of the square-band density of states model (ignoring

the small overlapping s-band contribution) are No, U2 and To, where No

is the d-band density of states in the cubic state, U2 is the deformation
potential relating the shift in the band edge with unlaxlal strain along

the <i00> direction, and To, which is the distance from the Fermi level
at 0=K to the near band edge, is the quantity adjustable by alloying.i

The number of electrons (holes) in the nearly empty (full) band for

Nb3Snl_xSb x alloys is

N kT' = N kT + xAv/4
0 0 0 0

where _v, the difference in valence between Sb and Sn, is probably, but

not necessarily(ref. 64), + i. Since NokTo is about .04 states/atom for

, Nb3Sn(ref. 40), and since the d-band carriers are thought to be holes,
the model suggests a maximum solubility of x _ .16.

TO is a characteristic temperature which enters exponentially into

the temperature dependence of many physical properties of Nb3Sn. A
particularly useful _ne for our purpose is the martensitic (cubic + te-

tragonal) transformation temperature Tm. According to the model, Tm is
[nearly] the temperature at which the negative contributions of the

d-band carriers to the free-energy difference between the cubic and

tetragonal states Just balances the contribution from all other sources

to the binding energy. This is given by ref. 23 where All - AI2 is

)•_-NoU2 l-e-T°/Tm = All - AI2.\

where All - AI2 is the lattice contributlon to the elastic constant for
the shear strain carrying the lattice from cubic to tetragona!. Since ,:

for Nb3Sn To/Tm _ 1.6(ref. 40), we have

6T = + X _ 300x °K,
m -- 4Nok(l.6)

so that changes in Tm accompanying small additions of Sb should be
readily detected.
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C. EXPERIMENTAL

Samples were prepared by cold pressing - 325 mesh powders at 30
t.s.i, into i/4-1n, thick by i/2-1n, diameter pellets, and slntering in

a nearly static helium atmosphere for 16 hours. A series having x = O,

.05, .i0, .15 was made at 1250°C, and one sample wlth x = .20 was pre-

pared at II00°C. The latter showed some unreacted Nb and Sn (Sb) by

, anodlzation and microscopic examination(ref. 65) in addition to the
usual (_ 2%) NbO and other unidentified phases, while x-ray powder pat-

terns showed only B-W phases. Lattice constants were determined with

CuK_ radiation on a 36/_ cm camera by the extr_polatlon method of Cohen,
with a precision of + .0002 _. The low temperature x-ray work was

carried out in a liquid-helium cryostat fitued with Be windows, using

ordinary diffractometer and detector techniques. Powdered samples were

sprinkled on to a lightly greased flat-copper stage suspended from the
He bath by a stainless-steel tube. Temperatures were measured with a

' Au-2.1% Co versus Cu thermocouple wi_h the cold junction attached to the

He bath, allowing the temperature to be read to + O.IGK with a portable
potentimeter. APt resistance the_nometer wa_ used to calibrate the

thermocouple. Superconducting transition temperatures were determined

inductively.

D. RESULTS o

BG_h T_ and ao are found to decrease linearly with temperature, the
data being _n good agreement with that of earlier work. In Fig. G-l, the

circles represent transition midpoints, the bars transition extremities.
The sample designated by the triangle (x = .2) showed two B-W phases,

with ao = 5.277 for the minor phase, estimated to be i0 to 20% of the
sample volume from x-ray intensities. A second phase was also seen in

the Tc measurement, with a broad transition between 7.5° and IO°K
accounting for 20% of the total inductance change. Extrapolating the

' lattice constant data gives x = .56 for the minor phase. A materials

balance then gives 18% for the proportion of this phase. The high Tc
phase showed a transition much llke that of the other doped samples but

! with a small tall (5%) extending up to 17.4°K. Annealing for 66 hr at

980°C resulted in no change in either Tc or the diffraction pattern for
this specimen. A miscibility gap extending from .3 < x < . 7 at 1200°C

has been reported(ref. 62), so that this unusual behavior appears to be
strongly tempersture dependent.

Transformation temperatures are shown at the top of Fig. G-I. The

squares represent the temperature at which an observable shift in posi-
tion of the intensity maximum was noted, while the rectangles indicate

l-
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_. Figure G-I. T_ and Tm for Nb_nl_xSb x. Compositions of sconplesvarious lattice constants are shown at the top.

The sample designated by A had a second 3-W pha_e,
not sh_onj richer in Sb.

the temperature at which the transformation is evident in an unamtlguous

way (appreciable line splitting). Within the framework of the theory

discussed above, Tm is found to be invarlant.
'$

The course of the transformation is shown in Fig. G-2 for the two

samples of extreme lattice constant, x = 0 and x ffi.15. The {400} peak
pr¢',ed to be the simplest to study, by virtue of its reasonable inten- _'
Slty, absence of degeneracy in E(h2 + h2 + £2), and sufficient resolu-

:_ tion of the tetragonal splitting. As seen in she figure, there is a

decrease in resolution of the -K 2 lines above Tm, and a reduction

' _ of intensity of the maln (K_I) peak. Presumably this is due to an in-
_ crease in thermal diffuse scattering and/or fluctuations accompanying

thevanishingoftheelasticonsta tCll-Cl2atTIn.Forbo hs=ples,

' i 85
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r_jure G-2. {400} x-z_zy intensities as a f_cti_ of t_era_e
for t_ _ __l c_osit_. _ vertical
lines mark the position of the En peak maximum in
the cubic state. --]

the onset of the transformation iB marked by a shift of the peak maxtmum
to hi8her angle. The d sp_cing in the tetragonal state is given by

2
where ¢ = 3"(a/c - I). For the {400} set:we have d2 = dc (I + ¢/2) and
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dI = dc (I - a), where the subscripts i, 2 indicate the relative intensi-
ties. For positive c the shift near Tm should be to lower angle. At low
temperatures, where E > 2 x 10-3 , four peaks should be observed (two for

each wavelength radiation), with the main peak double the intensity of

any other peak and the splitting 68(d2) ffi+ 68(di). For x ffi0 we find
E = +(3.5 + .5) x 10-3 , although the intensity distribution, which was
found to be weakly dependent on sample mounting, is not strictly con-

, sistent with a simple tetragonal splitting. Other workers have reported

- tetragonalities between 2.4 x ]0-3 and 4.1 x 10-3(refs. 1,66,67). The

shift to higher angles near TmCOUld be the result of a decrease in
volume of the unit cell, but analysis of the shift in centroid for

several peaks reveals no consistent pattern. The transformation is

volumeless, within experimental error.

For the x = .15 sample we find the remarkable result that the split-

ting is of the same magnitude, but of opposite sign, with

+ ¢ = -{3.2 + .5) x i0_3. In this case the peak intensities are entirely

consistent with the splitting.

- Figure G-3 shows the {400} and {440} diffraction patterns for the

il slngle-phase samples at 20°K. The {440} peaks arise from planes having =

d2 = dc (I - e/4) and dI = dc (i + c/2), the increased dispersion at

higher angle leadlng to a 6e virtually the same as for the {400} reflec-
tlons. The xTM .05 sample appears to have both ¢+ and e- components,

while for x = .i0, although the intensities are not well behaved, the

splitting appears to be similar to the x = .15 sample. Again for the

latter, the {440} reflection allows us to assert that for this sample

there is essentially no material remaining which is either cubic, or ,
transformed but of opposite sign.

1

E. DISCUSSION

It is clear that the relationship between TO and x predicted on
the basis of the rigid-band model is not borne out by the data. _he

invarlance of Tm suggests that in order to approach the data from the
point of view of the density of states model, the band parameters should
be taken as unaffected by the addition of Sb. The question of why the

! band filling (To) is not variable can be set aside, and the interesting
implications of-the change of sign of the tetragonality examined in
terms of a fixed band.

The sign and magnitude of the spontaneous strain below Tm are glven

by the usual condition of minimum free energy. Near Tm, it is useful
tow rite+the free energy difference between the cubic and tetragonal

i "

! -
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/
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• ; NOT DONE
i X=.10

. |

_' 400 0.5* - 440 ] "
20

F£gzu,e G-3. {dO0} and {4dO} z,e.J_Leotions at 20°K. Vez,t£ea_ Z_.nee

mark the posit£on of the 1_1 peal,:. _ in the
r _io etate.

states as a power serles in the strain (el. ref. 11)| 6F _ At 2 + Be3
+ C¢4, where each coef£1ctent is the sum of both the e_ectrontc terns,
calculable exactly in terns of the parameters of the_del, and lattice
ter_s representing all other contributions. Setting 6F = 0 at Tm, and
requiring that _6F/_¢IT - 0, the spontaneous strain is seen to be
¢(Tm) _ - B/2C; that is, ¢ depends solely on the higher order elastic :
constants. Now, one of the outstanding successes of the square band
representation for Nb3Sn is the correct prediction of the strain near
Tm, based on the electronic terms alone, and using parmNters deter-
mined from cubic state data. We may, therefore, ignore the lattice _ _
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contributions, and assert that in the absence of a changing electronic

contribution, the model dces not readily admit a change in the sign of
e. The presumably small perturbation found necessary to alter the sense

of the transformation implies the smallness of terms of odd order in E

in a proper free-energy expansion near Tm (ref. 68). This supports the
conclusion drawn from specific heat measurements that the transforma-

tion is second order, or near second order (B(Tm) _ 0), and that the

, expansion must contain terms other than those given by the band model
- if it is to properly account for the details of the behavior near Tm

(ref. 69).

The strain at low temperatures is equally probles_atic. A general

result of the hand theory of the transformation is that the predicted

strain at O°K is a factor of two smaller when c > a, regardless of the

form assumed for the density of states as a function of energy. In-

stead, we find the magnitude of the strain to be independent of sign.

Finally, we have the interesting result that Tc varies smoothly
with z, which can be interpreted as indicating that the density of

states is little affected by the change In sign of ¢*. This is borne

out by magnetic susceptibility measurements, which show no difference

in the decrease in susceptibility that accompanies the transformation

for pure Nb3Sn and for Nb3Sn.85Sb.15**. Tc is known, however, to be a
_ Strong function of unlaxial stress applied in the <i00> dlrection(ref.

i 59), this effect being several orders of magnitude larger than for
ordinary supezconductors, and in semi-quantitatlve agreement with the
band model. If the density of states interpretation of this result is

correct, then it is necessary to suppose that the band structure in the

tetragonal state depends on the magnitude of the strain, but not the

sign, suggesting that the band splitting below Tm is s_etrlc about
the cubic band edge.

*At 0"K the model gives for the ratio of the density of states at the

Fermi level for ¢+ splitting (a > c, Fermi level in one sub-band),

to that for ¢- splitting, _o/N_o = ({) i/n+l where N(E) a En, and
_ -n = 1 1

- _ _ O, _ are the exponents for the L'Abbe-Frledel band, square , -

_. band, and free-electron band respectively,

_ **M. Rayl and G. D. Cody, private communication.
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F. CONCLUSIONS

Significant modifications of the band model of the lattice trans-

formation in 8-W superconductors will have to be made in order to account

for the data presented hore. The question of the level at which the

theory requires amendment is not resolved, but the difficulties en-
countered are certainly not dependent on the particular form chosen to

, represent the density of states. A possible modification of the theory

clearly suggested by the data lies in the direction of postulating a
band splitting independent of the sign of c. However, the failure of Sb

doping to alter the band filling represents an unexpected rigidity in

the model, and raises some doubts about its fundamental validity. Be-

fore credible alteration of the theory can be made, it would appear de-

slrable to investigate other dopants and band-structure sensitive proper-

ties in an attempt to find evidence for the model of the sort originally
sought in this study.
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APPENDIX H*

RF-SPUTTERED FILMS OF _-TUNGSTEN STRUCTURE COMPOUNDS

J. J. Hanak, J. I. Gittleman, J. P. Pellicane, and S. _ozowski

, A. INTRODUCTION

The superconducting compounds crystalllzlng in the 8-tungsten
structurc show considerable differeuces as well as similarities in be-

havior. These com?ounds have the nominal formula A3B , where the A atom
is a transition element and the B atom a non-transition, or group VIII

element. At least one compound, V3Si , appears to be what is usually
called a stolchlometric, or llne compound. In other cases, where de-

tailed phase-diagram studies have been done, 8-tungsten compounds exist

as solid solutions over a composition range of several percent. Depend-

_- ing on the temperature and the system, the region of existence of the

_- A3B phase has been found to range over several percent from rich in A

to rich in B, rich in A to stolchiometrlc, and rich in A to less rich
in A (deficient in B)_ Stoichiometry has been found to have a pro-

nounced effect on the superconducting properties, especlally the transl-

tlon temperature (Tc).
C

In the few compounds most intensely studied (high Tc materials), Tc
maxima have been observed at or within about 2 at. % of the stolchlo-

metric A3B composition. Usually very small differences in maximum Tc c
(tenths of °K) of a given materla.1 have been observed by different ex-
perimentallsts in cases where the stolchlometrlc compound can be pre- _

} pared by synthesis methods under equilibrium conditions, as, for In-

stance, in the case of Nb3Sn and V3Si. In cases where the stoichlo-
m, :rlc composition is not formed under such conditions, the Tc values '
first reported for nominal A3B com?osltlons were much lower than sub-

sequent ones. The higher values of Tc were obtained with materials
having improved stolchlometry obtained by the use of _ynthesls methods

capable of ylelding metastable ccJmpositlons. The most vivid example in

this category is the compound Nb3Ge , which had a Tc of only 6°K or less
when prepared under equillbrlu_ conditions(ref. 61) and about 17"K when

prepared by splat cooling ar_ followed by annealing below lO00"C(ref.

70). The material with the highest Tc, Nb3AlxGel_x, has been obtained

To be published, J. App. Phys. 1970.
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by the same method(ref. 71). Most of the known superconducting 8-tung-
sten compounds have not yet been studied thoroughly from the standpoint

of composition and its effect on Tc. The present work is preliminary to
a thorough investigation of several such systems in order to optimize

the super_onductlng properties of these compounds. Although splat cool-
ing had been used with success, one serious drawback of this technique
is the fact that in most cases the non-transltlon elements B are rather

, volatile, while the transition elements A are high melting; this results

in unpredictable final compositions and sporadic variations in composi-

tion within a given specimen. Moreover, this technique does not lend

itself to producing materials in a useful form. A more promising tech-
nique appeared to be rf sputtering. Films of three 8-tungsten structure

compounds, V3Ga, V3Ge, and V3Si obtained by dc-getter sputtering onto
heated substrates have been reported(ref. 72) and in the case of V3Si,

a value of Tc equal to that reported for bulk specimens was obtelned
(ref. 73). Instead of sputtering from targets of the desired fi_al
composition, as done above, we have chosen in the present work to co-

sputter from two separate elemental targets(ref. 74). In this _-_!_,,r

it lu possible to deposit wide, continuous ranges of composition :n one
run and to measure the properties of an entire composltton range of in-

,_ terest with a slngle-film sample. Previously we have -.ted this t,_chnlque _

f with success in studying the superconductive propertJ : of cermets and _"

of mixtures of immiscible metals(ref. 75). In contr * to the pzecedlng
; work(refs. 72,73) the films in the present study we- .ondensed onto _

substrates cooled to 77°K in order to obtain maxlmun .nyslc..imixlng of _ ,
the elements; subsequently, the specimens were anneal_d a_ desir_

; temperatures and times to effect compound formation. The ma!,_ _ose

of the first phase of this work was to synthesize continuous comprsi_lon _ '

ranges of several such binary systems and, by measuring Tc at close
composition intervals, to observe the effectiveness of this approach in

optimizing the superconducting properties of these materials.

B. EXPERIMENTAL

,. The rf-sputterlng arrangement consisted of a disk target 15 cm in

diameter usually composed of two half disks of two deslred constituent

elements. In cases where the relative sputtering rates were very dif-

ferent the target area was divided unequally. Both of the targets were
placed side by side on the same metal electrode powered by one rf powerL

supply. The substrates were made of dense alumina plates. They were
placed horizvntally above the targets and at right angles to the inter-

face of the two targets so as to obtain maximum composition range. Films
_- with thicknesses ranging from 3,000 to i0,000 _ were sputtered at

5 x 10-3 tort pressure of argon along the entire substrate length through

_i
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a 2-mmwlde mask. The films were then annealed in quartz tubes dynami-

cally evacuated to 1 x 10-8 tort by an ion pump at temperatures to be

indicated. The _nnealing temperatures were chosen either from litera-
ture or from estnnates. After annealing, fifty regularly spaced gold

contacts were evaporated across the sample film. In this manner dc re-

sistance and Tc measurements could be made for the entire specimen at
compositional intervals of approximately 1.5%. The chemical analysis

, was based on x-ray fluorescence measurements; its absolute accuracy was
estimated to be about 5 at. %, whereas the accuracy of the compositional

variation for adjacent samples was estimated to be a few tenths of a per-
cent.

X-ray diffraction by means of the Debye-Scherrer technique was used

to determine the structure. Structure analysis has been thus far

possible only for the thickest films (_ I0,000 _). Previous work with

lanthanum and molybdenum films(ref. 75) has established that the sputter-

: ing method used was capable of producing films with purity satisfactory :
for this work and the present results so indicate. Binary systems

studied in the present work included V-Si, Nb-AI, Nb-Au, Nb-Ge, Nb-Sn,
_- Nb-Pt and Ta-Ge.

f

C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

_ Ttiecompositional ranges of the binary sputtered films were as

much as /0 at. % wide and in each case incAuded the composition range
at which the B-tungsten structure would be expected to exist. The Tc
and resistivity ratio data as a function of composition were plotted for
each system except Nb-Au a_d they are shown in Figs. H-1 to H-6, inclu-

_ siva. The Tc results are presented as vertical lines representing the
? transition width. The resistivity ratio was taken as the ratio of resis-

tivlties at room temperature and at a temperature Just above Tc. The
remarkably smooth variation in the resistivity ratio and Tc reflects the

uniformity in background conditions in a given run as well as a smooth

and continuous variation of composition. In several instances pronounced

maxima in the resistivity ratio accompanied by narrow transition widths
are indicative of compound formation and possibly of an approach to a

single phase. Large transition widths and low resistivity ratio on the

other hand appear to be indicative of mixtures of two or more crystalline

phases. The above mentioned signs of compound formation are most

evident in the case of the V-Si system (Fig. H-l) for which chemical

analysis was not available and for which ascending sample numbers signify

an increasing silicon concentration. Sample number 17 appears to be the

compound V3Si, which is known to be a "llne" compound which had been
made(tel. 12) with a resistivity ratio as high as 20.
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Figure H-I. Superconducting transiti_z temperature and resistivity '_

' ratio vs. sample number of sputtered V-Bi films anneal-
ed at 1000°C. (The silicon content increases con- ,,..

i: tinuously with sample numberJ

In the Nb-Sn system (Fig. H-2) a bzoad maximum -'nthe resistivity

_: ratio is shown over a range of tin content from 12 to 24 at. Z. The

_ Nb3Sn phase has been shown to exist in chemically vapor-deposited material
f_om about 18 to 25X of tin(ref. 76), however, unlike in the present

I material the decreased from 18.1 ° 8°K thisTc drastically to over com-

position range with decreasing tin content. The constant value of maxi-

mum Tc for samples with tin content greater than 25Z is consisteut withthe absence of other compounds in this system at a temperature of 950°C
at w_ich this material was annealed.
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,_ Figure H-2. Superoonducting transition temperature and resis-

i tivity ratio P._. oomposition for sputtered films _ ,,
of _b-Sn anneaZed at 950°C.

The system Nb-Pt (Fig. H-3) shows two maxima in the resistivity

ratio. One maximum at 19Z platlnum accompanied by a Tc maximum of 11.0°K
belongs to a B-W phase which is apparently off-stoichlometrlc. Prell-

minary x-ray data have shown that thls phase was present at least over

i the range of compositions from 19 to 44% platinum, and in thi_ range it

underwent a continuous change of lattlce constant from 5.187 to 5.153

respectively as compared with the nominal value of 5.155 _ reported for

arc-melted Nb3Pt(ref. 77). The compound corresponding to the s_cond
maximum has not been identified.

For the Nb-Au system a Tc maximum of 10.6°K has been obtained with
a B-W structure having a lattice constant of 5.202 _, compared with the
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reported value of 5.203 _(ref. 77). T,,edata are not given in a graphi-

cal form because considerable evaporation of gold had taken place during
the annealing which rendered the analytical results made on an unanneal-

ed sample invalid.
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FigureH-& Superconductingtransition_emperatu_,eand J
_ resistivityratiovs. compositionfor :_":

sputtered films of Nb-Pt annealed at 1000°C. i:

_i A surprisingly small increase in the resistivity ratio was found in _

• the case of the Nb-AI system (Fig. H-4) although relatively narrow transl-

,; tion widths and high Tc values were observed on the aluminum-rich side

_ of the Nb3AI composition, I._ this system the position of the maximum

Tc as well as its valuc was found to be considerably dependent on the

i annealing temperature and time.
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Figure H-4. Superconducting transition tem_era_me and

resistivity ratio vs. composition for sputter-

ed films of Nb-A1 annealed a# 750°C. [
+

The data for Nb-Ge (Fig. H-5) are perhaps the .,ost significant in +

this work because the maximum Tc obtained was equal to the highest Tc
reported thus far which was 17°K obtained by splat coollng(ref. 70).
Moreover, the transition width was the narrowest obtained to date. This

result indicates that a metastable phase has been formed more effective-

ly than by splat cooling. The rise in the resistivity ratio in this

system was barely observable, indicating that the compound obtained was
probably sit11 not we_l formed from the standpoint of homogeneity,
crystallinlty, and ordering. A sharp maximum in the reqlstlvity ratio

at approximately 63% germanium is indicative of the formation of the

compound Nb3Ge 5 which has Feen confirmed by x-ray diffraction. As in

the case of Nb3AI considerable dependence of T_ on annealing temperature
and t:Lme has been observed neither of which has been exhaustively

studied. _
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Figure H-_. Super_ucti_ tro_sition temperature and

re8istivit_ ratio vs. composition _or
sputtered film8, of lCb-Ge armea_ed at 7_0°C. a • :.

I . The data on the Ta-Ge (Fig. H-6) system represent an attempt at
-_ fire:ling the _-g phase in a new system. In the absence of x-ray results

. _ all _hat can be said thus far is that a maximum in Tc of 8°K near the

i Ta Ce composition _A_ be observed which is higher than the Tc of

3
elemental tantalum s . . .t the dependence of the Tc and She resistivity

_ radio data is analogous to the _Tb--Ges7stcm. It is apparent that further
annealing studies in this system are necessary.

m

A sumlary of the _axJ_um Tc results for the sputtered _-W phases at,d
t.heiz' :oapar£son to the previously _eported values appears in Table _-I
along wLth _. annealing temperatures used and ft_ thicknesses.
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i D. SUM_RY AND CONCLUS IONS

i A technique of rf co-sputtering of binary intermetallic systemsfrom two elemental Jtargets has been used successfully in depositing
films with continuous compositions ranges up to 70 at. Z wide. Films

deposited on cold substrates were subsequently annealed to yield super-
1 conducting B-W structure compounds.

The first general observation regarding the results is that in all

systems studied the B-tungsten phases were readily obtained Judgl_$ from
the Tc results and, in the case of Nb3Au and Nb3Pt, also on the x-ray
results. Transition temperatures were the same as, or within about, I_
one degree of the highest Tc reported for bulk materials even though _ l.-
the sputtered films ranged in thickness f_rom 3,000 to 10,000 _ and their !"
Tc could have been easily lowered by reaction vi_.h the substrate. This , _
approach proved to be capable of obtaining metastable compositions and, ....

I
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TABLE H-I

Superconducting Transition Temperature of RF-Sputtered

• B-W Structure Compounds

e ;

Compound Annealing Film Thickness

: Temperature _ Tc("K)
eC Sputtered Bulk*

i = ,,

V3Si 1,000 3,000 15.4 17.1

, Nb3Sn 950 3,000 17.4 18.1

Nb3Pt 1,000 I0,000 11.0 Ii

Nb3An 1,000 I0,000 10.6 II _

Nb3A1 750 4,000 17.4 18.8"u _

_3Ge 750 4,000 I 17.0 17"**

Ta3Ce 750 4,000 8 -_

Ref. 77 ..

Eel. 47

_ef. 70

at the same time, controlled compositions. Preparin 8 the entire range
of compositions in one run has the advantage of elinJJaating changes in
the properties of the specimens due to random variations of the environ-
ment. Thus, even small variations in proper_.ie8 gain significance, as
for instance, indication of the compound formation from the resistivity
ratios.

A coment should be made regarding the composition at which optimum ,
Tc occurred and the region of existence of the B_ phase in each system.
The graphical data. indeed show differences in the position of the umx/mm
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Tc also in several instances the breadth of the Tc maximum and resis-
tivity ratio maximum would suggest increased composition ranges for the

existence of the B-W phases. All quantltatlve conclusions regarding
these two items, however, must be reserved until more accurate chemlcal
analysis and detailed x-ray dlffroctlon data are obtained.

, The primary signlflcance of the results is that of establishing
, - the validity of thls synthesi8 approach. The results justify the under-

taking of the more t_dlous part of the optimization, namely, the tempera-
ture time annealing studies, tc be followed by detailed structure deter-
minatton.
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APPENDIX I

SOLUTION GROWTH OF Nb3Sn FROM LIOUID TIN

hy
J. J. Hanak and D. E. Johnson

r

A. GENE_L

This paper is a status report on the development of a method for
the growth of large single crystals of the superconducting compound
Wo3Sn. This compound Is presently of commercial interest for the
construction of poverful superconducting magnets, and, in the future it
_ay be of use for superconducting electrical power lines. Scientific
interest in NbjSn centers on its hlgh superconducting transition
temperature (Tc), and the Tc dependence on the electronic properties of
the normal state. Crucial to many measurements is the availability o£

o

single crystals, which have been thus far prepared solely by a chemlcal
transport technique (ref. 2) using HC1 Ds. Thls technique yielded

_. crystals weighing up to one gram, vhtch have been used in the det_-
Clon o£ the normal-state and superconducting properties includln8 the

: x-ray exasttnation of the umrtensitic transformation (ref. 1), the
temperature variation of the elastic constants (ref. 24), magnetization

+ (ref. 78), paraIsnetlc susceptibility (ref. 70), specific heat (ref. |
: 69), and the 8upercouduct_ energy gap(tel. 80). Several intended

ne_ureuents (e.g., neutron diffraction)require much Zarger crystals
_, ttum thoue obtatmsble by the RC1 tramgpert; hence, alteruate c_yetsl

jrm/t_ mthod was sought. A nethod of some pro_e Is soZutlou 8zowch
from liquid tin, which has been developed to the po_t of yleldlu4

boules of polycrystalltns Nb3Sn tmlghln8 up to sever81 hundred 8rmm,

. _¢ f_mibL11ty of _olutlen growth of Nb3Su ls derived from the
Nb-Sa ph_e d188rom(ref, 83) which shows that _$Su is t p_/teetic !.
coulmund vlth a perttectlc t_q_rature o_ 2130"¢. Above 930"C It ts the _
o_y cmepound in the system and it /_ in oquiA_br/_m frith uo_teu t_. -__
Yho critical aspect for the feasibility of thi4 amtbo_ is coasldc_red to
be the so2ub/Xity of niobium J_ molt_m tin ms veL]L as "¢_¢_tti_mof _ -
• olubiliL_ with teuperature. The solub_Ity of Nb J_ we:7 Im_ ,t low
_emper_ture8 and increases slowly trtth tmqmreture, It rogchoo a vs_t_
of about lOg at 17000C and thereg_te_ it _cremmm re,pgdly so that 8_ tbo
_rttsctic temperature it ts mmrly equivalent to the cmqmoltlme of the
compound. Hence the compeund should be transportable fro_ h14jh_ to
l_mr temperatures in liquid tin, .'
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1_le compound Nb3Sn itself is not a line compound. It can dissolve
in excess of 5% of niobium, but very little, if any, tin, In the

temperature range between 1800°C and the peritectic temperature the

compound is progressively more deficient in tin. Thus, since large

¥ solubility of Nb in tin is desired, the practical range of temperature
_, for solution growth is 1700° to 1900°C.

, :, A convenient apparatus arrangement evolved in this work is shown in

Fig. I-I. A cylindrical graphite crucible is used in a growth technique <
in many respects similar to Bridgman growth. The choice of graphite as -'
a crucible material follows from the observation that of the few

_ available practical crucible materials at this temperature the refractory
-_- metals Mo and W as well as several refractory oxide crucible materials

° are excessively soluble in the Sn-Nb melt at this temperature*.
&-

_: Onfortunately, the graphite crucibles also present similar problems9
.0 hence, the possibillty of usin8 niobium as cruclble material was also

_ attempted as w_ll be described.

The graphite cruclbles ranged in inside diameter from about 2 to 5

cu and overall length from 30 to 45 on; the height of sample metal _ .ranged between 10 to 20 cm. The crucibles were wrapped in about six

turns of .012-os th/ck graphite sheet (Grephoil) which proved to be veryeffective aus a redtation shield, A water-cooled fused sillca tube was

I uaed as In outs_ht enclooure. Low frequency (10 k_)rf induction

heatin8 was usod, s/_ce 8 larse skin depth w_ das/_ed. Since the vapor
pressure of t_n in the Broth teu_erattwe rea8e meounted to severLl Tort,
an _reou 8_phere w_8 need hmtud of vscuun to prevent the fornntion

of bobbles £n the m_lLc _ /_ the solidt_£ed Hnplas. The 8forth was _ ,.

carried out by pue/_ t_ hot soae fron the boct_ to the top of the
cruc£ble 8_ r_oe r_ frou 0,_3 to 0.08 cu/b_, until no si8nificant
chuq;es /_ _e u_tructure of the sample occurred. Static transports _-
vere _oo pe_rforued wh.tch produced cesulte e/Lt_er to the slowest travel i

rste ueod, The st_e_tL_ _te_Ls gore eleetro_-beo_ melted niobium and .]
8eu_ref_ed it. w_ch pur:Ltt,,,_ better than 99.9 and 99,999%,

respectively. _t_t_ of temperature _ usu_ly done before each |
rtm bY us@_ of _ p_aeoter; _veture re4d_ _u. _8 funct_.on of rf

-power _$ gll&esl_t ghe bo_to_ or 8 I_r_phLte ve],l subtmreed in liquid
_tn, The _per, sture 8rsdte_ _t the _o_h interface hu not been I
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B. RESULTS

The results of three runs made at different temperatures in graphite
crucibles follow. The crucible inside diameter was 1.6 cm. In these

runs the atomic percent of tin in the starting tin-nioblummixture was
40%. The rate of travel of the hot zone was 0.164 cm/hr.

In Figs. 1-2, 1-3, and 1-4 are shown the cross sections of materialsi

growth from the tin bath at 1715°, 1890 °, and _ 2000°C, respectively.

In all three of these specimens second phases are present. In Fig. 1-2

GROWTH DIRECTION

Figume I-2.- Long_d_l oro88-seotion of N?3Sn grown at 1716°C
showing lame is_nds of tin (da_k areas), 240X.

i05
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m

" GROWTH DIRECTION _;

Fig. I-3. [_ngitudinal cross-section of Nb3Sn grown at 1890°C, showing
_ long islands of tin and small rods of NbC (240X)

-4

g

tO

_ GROWT H D IRECT i ON
_ cross-section of Nb_Sn grown at _2000°C

showing large areas of NbC (light) mixed with Nb_Sn

il Fig. I-4. Longitudinal
(dark),120X.

"- I 106
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larle !sla,d_ =I zr=e tin are evident; in Fig. I-3 islands of tin and
flqel_ d s_ersed rods of N_C appear; ant, in Fig. I-4, the predominant

phase is NbC with Nb3Sn and Sn as additional phases. These results
indicate th_ at the lowest temperature there is little if any graphite

contamination, but a proncunced tin inclusion. As the temperature is

" increased, graphite contamination increases rapidly and the entrapment
of tin ix decreased. Thes_ effects can be explained cn the basis of the

variation of solubillty of niobium in molten tin.
i

_ In Fig_. 1-5 and 1-6 etched cross-sections of Nb3Sn (Fig. I-8 above)
are shown, taken in perpendicular and parallel directions to the growth

_: axis, respectively. The grains were up to l-mm in diameter and about

l-cm in length. The shape of the grains provides evidence of grain
growth taking place in the direction of the moving zone. This suggests

that the growth of large grains should be feasible, if the accompanying

NbC and tin phases could be eliminated.

One approach at eliminating the tin phase was made by zone
recrystailization of sample I above, which contained the largest amounts

of tin and smallest amounts of NbC. The sample was placed in a tight-

flcti_g Nb crucible and a h_at treatment was made in the same manner as
_ the _rowth run. The hot zone was passed from bottom to top twice at a

rate of 0.164 cm/hr; first at a temperature of _ 1865°C and then at> 19500C. The recrystallization produced _tartllng effects. The amount

i _f free {:indecrease_ from about 10% to less than 0.1% for the twice

recrystallized material as estimated from the photomicrographs. Virtual

elimination of horizontal-graln boundaries took place and a noticeable

grain growth occurred up to about 3-mm diameter. The removal of tin was
achieved by the same mechanism as that in the original solution '_.

growth. This can be seen in Fig. 1-7 where moving islands of tin left

_ trails in the Nb3Sn _caused by minor differences in tin concentration in
the Nb3Sn ). The trails fade out gradually, indicating concentration

£

equilizatlon by diffusion. Similar photomicrographs have shown that
remaining horizontal grain boundaries also moved in the moving hot zone

at about the same speed as the tin islands. Vertical-grain boundaries :

were present but fewer in number than in the as-grown material. Cross- '

i sections transverse to the growth axis have shown that most of the
residual NbC was collected at the vertical-grain boundaries. It is i

evident that the NbC impurity impedes the grain growth during recry-
stallization; clearly, this impurity must be eliminated in order to

obtain extensive grain growth of Nb3Sn.

Attempts to obtain pure Nb3Sn were made by using thlck-walled

niobium crucibles, Instead of the graphite, filled with liquid tin.
This approach was similar to tha_ used in growing polycrystalline

Nb3Sn by the so-called "dissolving crucible method" (ref. 84). Typl-
tally, thesecrucibles were 2.5 cm in O.D. and about 0.8 cm in I.D. In

this procedure, a portion of the inner wall of the niobium crucible was _
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Fig. I-b. Etched cross-sectDon of Nb3Sn taken transversely to the
growth axis showin_ polygonal grain structure (50X).
Dark dots are free tin.

_ GROWTH DIRECTION

i Fig. I-6. Etched cross-section of Nb$Sn taken longitudinally to thegrowth axis showing grains growing in the direction of
that axis (50X)
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Fig. I-?. Longitudinal cross-section of zone-recrystallized Vb3Sn

shewing a concentration gradient trail left by a ,:_)ing
island of tin in th_ direction of grain _rowth (500X).

_1_ _
,,,a

Nb

Fig. I-8. Ev_:hed cro_s-seation of Nb-Nb3Sn inte_ _,hae show_n_ a
_ ,ffus_on zone in Nb3Sn adjacent to niobiun, whi_,_ is

_na,cattve of NbsSn crysval growth by diffusion.
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2

used up in the formation of Nb3Sn _.nd the excess niobium was the cruci-
ble for the Nb3Sn. In each case, however, the crucible sprang a leak
due to an unfavorable radial temperature profile and most of the material
spilled out. Partially successful results were obtained by having the
Nb crucibles placed in tlght-flttlng graphite crucibles. When several
recrystallizatlon passes were performed with such an arrangement, all
free tin was found to be consumed by the excess niobium. This process

was accompanied by the formatiJn of numerous c_vltles which apparently
resulted _from the difference between the combined atomic volumes of ele-

mental niobium and tin and the molar volume of Nb3Sn. This difference
Is about 10X.

In addition to the growth mechanism desc_loed above, another
possible growth mechanism has been observed, namely, one of diffusion.
An example of this is shown in Fig. 1-8, where an interface of Nb3Sn-Nb /

is shown. A diffusion zone of regular width appears in the etched 3
Nb3Sn. Well-developed grain boundaries in the Nb3Sn indicate that
Individual Nb3Sn grains continue 8rowin 8 epitaxlally on the existing
grains at the expense of niobium. Test- designed to use this mechanism

for the growth of sizeable h"o3Sn crystals have shown it to be too slow
to be practical.

Measured properties of Nb3Sn formed by solution growth included the
superconducting transition temperature (Tc) and the lattice constant, _"
from which chemical composition can be estimated(ref. 81). These re-
suits are summarized for three such samples in Table I-I. The lattice
constants and composition for as-grown specimens 1 and 2, in equilibrium
w_th liquid, are in good agreement with previous results (refs. 81, 82,

83). _ne lo_2r values of the lattice constant and composition of the
recrystallized material is apparently due to its being in equilibrium

with ntobi,mwhtch, again, in agreement with the phase diagrams, would _
reduce its tin content. The high Tc values of the specimens (with

transition widths of about 0.1°K) reflect a good quality material. The
measured density of the Nb3Sn materlal was within 99% of the theoretical
density for sample_ not containing noticeable amounts of free tin. ._

C. SUNNARYAND DISCUSSION

It has been showu in this work that the solution growth of _1_3Sn from
liquid tin takes place readily at high temperatures. The transport occurs
from higher to lower temperatures. Three factors were fo,md to be
unfavorable to the growth of large gains; these were free entrapped tin,
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Table I-I

,rowth (G) or

Recrysta111- Lattice Atomic Transition

, Specimen zatlon(R) Constant Percent Temperature
No. Temp. eC _ Tin °K

l
1 17].5 (G) 5.2906 25.0 18.0

2 1890 (G) 5.2896 24.4 18.2

3 >1875 5.2892 24.2 18.1

4 >--1950 5.2865 22.5

crucible contaminant NbC, and cavities arising from the difference in

molar volumes of the reacting elements Nb and Sn and the compound Nb3Sn.

It ha3 been found that the free tin can be eliminated either by higher

growth temperature or by repeated zone recrystalllzatlon; the same

factors lead to the growth of larger Nb3Sn grains. Increased tempera-
ture, however, favors contsmination by the graphite crucible. The use
of Nb crucible presents leakage problems as well as cavity formation.

Regarding the prospects of obtaining large-slngle crystals by this

technique, the following observations can be made:

I. Large crystals could be indeed grown in a crucible that would

not present contamination problems at about 1900°C. Whether such 1

crucible material can be found is questionable. The grown cry&_al l
might be slightly deficient in tin, but it appears possible to
correct the stolchlometry by tin diffusion.

2. Use of crucibleless methods such as arc melting might be the

answer to the crucible problem_ although the control of temperature
and other growth conditions might be dlfflcult.

3. Further work with zone recrysta11Izatlon of large diameter

Nb3Sn samples sight minimize the cavity problem and produce sizeable
graln8.

4. Recrystalllzatlon of Nb3Sn under pressure may eliminate cavity
formation and promote grain growth.
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APPENDIX J

ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF Nb3Sn IN THE NORMAL STATE

G. Gunsalus

, A. INTRODUCTION

Three samples are used in these measurements, a vapor-transported
polycrystalline sample deposited on a steatite substrate and measuring

1.92 cm by 0.95 cm by 0028 cm., and two slngle-crystal samples each
about 5 cm by 0.5 cm by 0.5 mm are randomly cut adjacent portions of a

larger single crystal. One of these is unannealed while the other was =

annealed ct 1000°C for 20 hr. under high vacuum. Rough x-ray orienta-

tion shows the rod axis to be 23° from the [II0] direction with the
* faces being [110] planes. _.

Contacts for current, Hall leads, and thermocouples were nickel
plated on _he samples and leads attached with indium solder. A small

blfilarly wound heater is soldered to one end of the sample for use in
thermopower measurements, and the other end is thermally anchored to a

controlled temperature base in a varlable-temperature cryostat. The #
sample is enclosed in a vacuum chamber which can be flooded with He gas

for isothermal resistivity and Hall measurements. -_

i Current leads are 0.005 in. copper. Thermocouples are of 0.003 in.
; premium grade copper and constantan thermocouple wire. Copper thermo- ,_
: couple wire is also used for Hall leads.

C

B. MEASUREMENTS _;

!

__ For thermopower measurements the sample chamber is pumped to 10-5 mm
Hg or better with an oil-diffusion pump. Power is supplied to the

sample heater so as to maintain a 0.5 to 2.O°K temperature gradient.
The AT is determined by measurement of the two Cu-Ct differential thermo- 4
couples referenced at the cryostat temperature. The thermoelectric ,,
voltage is measured between the copper legs of t_e two thermocouples

and the thermopower calculated at the average sample temperature. All
voltage measurements are made with a Keithley model 150B microvoltmeter

to an accuracy of _ 1%.

For resisitivity measurements the sample is maintained in an iso-
thermal environment by surrounding with He exchange gas at about 1 arm.
A standard four-probe dc measurement is made. Curr_nt is supplied by a

, dc power-supply current regulated to _ 0.1%. The voltage is measured

i 112 --
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between the copper legs of the thermocouples with the Keithley 150B. An
independent check is made by measuring across the constantan legs. These

voltages always agreed to + 0.7%.

Hall measurements were _ade in the same isothermal environment and

with the same current supply as in the resistivity measurements. The

Hall voltage is determined by averaging the four voltages measured using
' the possible combinations of normal and reverse electric and magnetic

fields, so as to eliminate thermal effects.

Sample dimensions are determined with a traveling _icroscope to an

accuracy of + 0.001 cm.

C. DATA
t

, Figure J-I shows the thermopower as a function _f _we_s_ure as
' measured on all three samples. Above 50°K the Indettrnln_te error is

+ 2%. The experimental scatter is of this order in that rmgion. Below
50°K the error becomes much larger starting at + 2% at _O'K and

? increasing to + 10% at about 20=K. This arlses"froa the rapid tempera-
ture dependence of Q as well as from the rapid decrease in thermocouple

sensitivity in this range. The thermopower is positive for all samples
: indicating a hole contribution to the thermopower. The local maxlmumat :

60°K in the polycrystalline sample Is characteristic of a phonon-drag
: contribution to the thermopower, although it is not clear why this

appears only for this sample. Of special interest is the large change :
in slope occurring at 46 _ I°K in the data for the annealed crystal,
This corresponds to the known lattice transformation in the material
reported to occur at 43°E. The unannealed crystal data exhibit no such
behavior.

Figure J-2 shows resistivity data for the two single crystals over
the temperature range 18 ° to IO0°K. Indeterminate error is + 4%

' arising primarily from the dL_ension measurements while the experimental
scatter is less then 1%. The annealed crystal data shows a distinct

change of slope at 46 + I°K as in the thermopower. In the region above

460K the annealed crystal data can be fit to better than I% using the
: functional temperature of Woodward and Cody (ref. 16) using a residual

: resistivity, Po, oi 1.00 x 10-5 ohm-cm.

Figure J-3 shows (dp/aT) vs. T for the annealed sample as determined
by graphical differentiation of Fig. J-2. For comparison calculated

i values using the Woodward and Cody (ref. 16) functional dependence areplotted.

113
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_le Hall data indicate hole conduction in corroboration with the

thermopower measurements. Carrier concentration as determlned from the

Hall data is plotted versus T in Fig. J-4. The polycrystalline data is

corrected for shape and is in agreement with the data of (ref. 16) for
the same materlal. There is a rise of 10% in the hole concentration

from 20° to 300°K. The large thickness of the annealed sample yielded

Hall voltageq bordering on the sensitivity of the measurlng equipment.

, Consequently, the indeterminate error is large, As can be seen from the
experimental data, there is large scatter and this data should be used ,

only for qualitative evaluation.
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